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NEW CHIEF FOR S.F.
by Dianne Feinstein
Mayor of San Francisco

CORNELIUS P. MURPHY

San Francisco is going to have the best, most professional police department in the United States.
That is a promise I make to you. On my list of
priorities as we enter the 1980's, nothing ranks
higher.
We are off to an excellent start, I believe, with the
appointment of Cornelius P. Murphy II as our new
chief.
I am delighted with the reception to that announcement from members of the police department, and
from all segments of the general public.
Con Murphy is an outstanding policeman, a
member of the force for 27 years, with strong experience in the major areas of police work. He comes
from a police family. His father was a member of the
uniformed force for 37 years, retiring as chief of inspectors in 1965. His brother, Dan, is also an outstanding policeman, a 30-year veteran and a lieutenant in
police intelligence.
Chief Murphy will continue the beginning we made
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All of the media have previously aired their reports of
the City Hall riot on the night of May 21, 1979. The riot
was precipitated by the voluntary manslaughter verdict
in the Dan White murder trial of Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk. Additionally,
the City hired the Stanford Research Institute to conduct their own investigation, which was made public
one month ago.
The Board of Directors of the San Francisco Police
Officers' Association asked Board member Gerald
Schmidt to conduct a study of the events leading to the
riot and to interview as many police officers and supervisors as possible in order to present the best factual
report.
This report will be printed in three parts due to its
length. The Board of Directors is satisfied that this
report is the best report available on the subject of the
riot which resulted in the needless injury to Officers and
citizens, as well as hundreds of thousands of dollars in
property destruction. Will history repeat itself? Let us
pray it does not. Editor
In Part 1 of this three part riot series, the events of
May 21, 1979 were reported in a chronological fashion,
from the jury's verdict of voluntary manslaughter for
the deaths of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor
Harvey Milk, to them arch on City Hail.
We learned how the police responded to the situation
and how the control of a mob went downhill because of
the lack of timely police action. The police manpower
was on the scene, but the orders to correctly and promptly handle the situation were not given by those in
charge.

PART It
2245 Hrs. - Firemen tried to respond to the area to
put out the fire in the first buring vehicle. The crowd
surged around the truck and would not allow it to move
close enough to extinguish the flames. Police personnel
went to the aid of the firemen, but were ineffective.
Mayor Feinstein observed the vehicle on fire and asked
why police were not aiding in the effort to put the fire
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in developing a superlative officer training program.
He will work closely, I am certain, with all segments of
the San Francisco community. He will assemble, in
the weeks to come, an outstanding administration and
top leadership cadre for the department.
In the brief period that Con Murphy has been the
acting chief, in a series of conferences he held in my
office with representatives of the various social and
ethnic minority communities of San Francisco, he
made an impressively positive impression, answering
questions in ,a thoughtful manner, backed by a farranging knowledge of police work, police needs, and
police capability.
Con Murphy will have my complete support as
chief. We will work closely together. I am confident
that, as we attain our goal of bringing the department
up to full strength, we will make San Francisco safe,
in our streets and in our homes. Nothing less is acceptable to me, to Chief Murphy, or to you.
I wish everybody in the department success in this
new year. You have my firm pledge of support as we
enter the 1980s. You have the support of all San Franciscans.

PENSION
kA
"BUY OUT"

out. Again, in vain, she put a call out for Chief Gain.
District Attorney Freitas was present in the Mayor's
office at this point. Fire Chief Casper arrived shortly
after police assistance was denied one of his fire trucks.
The demonstrators were at this time breaking con crete border slabs found inside of the Civic Center
Plaza in order to use them for throwing purposes. The
by Mike Hebel
Field Command Post had been overrun, forcing the ofThe last week of November brought forth a series of
ficers involved to retreat up McAllister Street towards
front
page articles in the San Francisco Examiner
Van Ness Avenue. This in turn left the vehicles parked
detailing
the City and County Employee Retirement
on McAllister Street totally vulnerable to attack.A burSystem.
These
probing articles threw the Retirement
ning Dempsey Dumpster was rolled from vehicle to
System
and
pension
benefits for police and firefighters
vehicle as the crowd torched each one in succession.
into
the
mayoral
political
arena. Both candidates for
The Field Command Post had requested at least two
mayor
issued
numerous
public statements on the
squads to intervene;, however, all forces were ordered
Retirement
System
in
addition
to possible solutions to
to stand fast.
an ever-mounting • cost of benefits which have been
Near the intersection of Polk and Mc Allister Streets, previously voted by the citizens of San Francisco.
a police van containing one prisoner bcame the object
of attack by the demonstrators. An attempted arson of
Third Benefit Tier
the same vehicle resulted in the release of the prisoner.
It is apparent that a third retirement benefit tier will
It was later determined that the prisoner was in custody
shortly
be proposed and in all probability will appear
for injuring with rocks, at least two police officers to
on
either
the June or November ballot in 1980. Police
such an extent that the officers were forced to take
officers
and
firefighters employed prior to November of
disability leave. Following his release, the prisoner im1976
are
in
a
retirement system which requires the City
mediately began throwing more rocks at the van as well
to
contribute
over
$1.00 for retirement benefits for each
as other police officers.
dollar earned in wages.
The second tier of benefits, .created for thployees
2300-Hrs. - At approximately 2300 hours. Capt.
Continued Back Page
Raymond Canepa had been called to Solutheast Station, where he was given orders by Deputy Chief Mario
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Amoroso, the commanding officer in charge of communications. Capt. Canepa was ordered to the area of
Widows & Orphans, Fellowship, Post ......................Page 2
6th and Bryant to facilitate the arrival of incoming offPresident's Report .......................................Page 3
duty officers and mutual aid personnel. Beforfe he ar- Around the Department ...................................Page 4
Chief's Inauguration ......................................Page 5
rived at that location, howver, his orders were changed,
Re-elect Bill Kidd .........................................Page 7
and he was directed to the Polk Street side of City Hall
Police & Politics Pages 10 & 11
for the purpose of establishing a command post.
Part II Riot Report .................................. Pages l2&13
Also at this time, Sgts. Dale Smith and Fernando
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Gamez of Mission Police Station, were assembling their
Minutes, Letters ................... .......................Page 18
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two squads totaling fourteen patrol officers. Lt. EdContinued Page 12
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#456
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NOTICE
ANNUAL MEETING
POLICE POST 456
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

The meeting was called to order by Pres. R. Kurpinsky at 2:05 p.m., Wednesday, December 19, 1979 in
the Traffic Bureau Assembly Room, Hall of Justice. All
officers were present. Trustee Mark Hurley excused, a I
others present. A sufficient number of members were
present for a quorum. The name of Robert Rames was
submitted for membership. Approved and accepted.
Treasurer Barney Becker reported the following
deaths:

Now that the holidays have passed into history and
February 19, 1980
everyone has settled down to a reasonable degree of
normalcy, we sincerely hope that everyone is happy and
7:30 p.m.
satisfied. I guess that this encompasses all the little
ones with the big ones. I wonder how many little guys
have persuaded their dads to get away from the model
Rm. 206 • Veterans Bldg.
train so that they can have a chance at it. Anyone of you
guilty?
All members invited to attend. Annual reports will be
Most of us have attained the grandparent status
given, election of board members and committee
several times over so none of the above is new to us.
LEIGH HUNT - Born in 1911, Leigh entered the
men. Refreshments will be served after the meeting.
I mentioned old timers a few issues back and the
Department in 1935 at age 23. After a year in the radio
name Ted Terlau was included. He also have a son who
cars, working out of the Chief's Office, he as transferhas spent several years in the SFPD and is also a Post
red to Co. K, Fixed Post Detail. He served there until #456 member, Bill Terlau by name. Ted Terlau was
1942 when he resigned to enter the trucking business.
another Captain of Police who never lost the common
1je Rmerican lLegio-nHe passed away at Santa Rosa at age 68.
touch. A fine family.
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE POST #456
You might have noticed that the trend of this column
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
NORMAL RAWEL - Born in 1902, Norm entered the has been to mention the old timers. This was not done
Department in 1933 at age 31. He worked 7 years at
to minimize the effect of the younger men but rather to
Headquarters Company, was transferred to Co. E,
pay belated respect to the grand guys who started this
detailed to Chinatown Squad where he served for 9
Post and made it what it is. We will get into the contemyears. Norm was transferred to Richmond Station and
porary scene in succeeding issues. There are plenty of
was there for two years before he was transferred back
younger men who are emerging right now who have
to the Chinatown Detail where he served until his retire- brought credit and honor to Police Post #456.
7% INTEREST PER ANNUM
ment for service in 1967, at age 65. He was 77 years of.
Drop in and see Harry and Exl for your financial
PAYROLL DEDUCTION AVAILABLE
age at the time of death.
needs at the Credit Union.
Office Hours:
Call Erl or Harry:
See you next issue—
9a.m. to4p.m.
431-2877
The membership heard from Miss Beth Minuth, I
Your Scribe, John A. Russell
Hibernia Bank representative. Our investment program is holding its own, with the prinicipal investments
being made in short term government bonds, according
SAN FRANCISCO
to the wishes of the Trustees.
Under Unfinished Business: A second reading to
amend ART. VI , SEC. I of the By-Laws, increasing the
death benefit from $4,000.00 to $5,000.00 was approved by the membership. Effective date January 1, 1980.
Moved and seconded that the Secretary be instructed
by the President to cast an unanimous ballot for all
nominated officers as they were unopposed Approved
Scripture Reading: 1 Corinthians 6:12-20
The following will be installed at the meeting of January.
the
San
Francisco
16, 1980: President, George Jeffery; Vice President,
VICTIMLESS SINS
James Sturken; Treasurer, Bernard Becker; Secretary,
Know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy
Robert McKee. Trustees: Mark Hurley, Frank Jordan,
P
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE SAN FRA
Spirit . . . and ye are not your own? 1 Corinthians 6:19
Michael Lennon.
510-7TH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
Under New Business: The Secretary was instructed to
(415) 861-6020 861 . 5OO
A newspaper carried an article entitled, "Victimless
send a letter to all members advising of the increase in
USPS #882-320 Crimes Get Second Look". The writer ponted out that
the benefit as well as the names of the newly elected
drug use, prostitution, gambling, and pornography are
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
officers.
being
re-evaluated
by
state
and
federal
authorities.
Fraternally,
Because the laws governing these areas of conduct have
PRESIDENT ........Bob Barry Co. H ............ John Minkel
Bob McKee, Secretary
VICE PRES..... . Paul Chignell Co. I ........... Stan Hammell
' been hard to enforce, some feel that the answer lies in
SECRETARY ......Al Casciato Co. K ..........Jerry Doherty
legalization. Some states no longer consider drunken..................Gale Wright
TREASURER
. . . Joe Patterson
ness as a crime. Most have tagged possession of mariDEADLINE FOR ARTICLES TO
HO. .............. Mike Hebei
..............Bob
Geary
A
Co.
juana a misdemeanor instead of a felony, and a few
..................Ray Carlson
Co. B ............ Joe Toomey
have Ok'd private acts between consenting adults. It's
BE SUBMITTED IS THE FIRST
INSP.............Bob
Huegle
Co. C ..........Jerry Schmidt
claimed that such behavior is victimless because no one
Pera
Mike
....................
.........Mike
Dempsey
Co. D
else is hurt.
WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH.
Co. E ........... Layne Amiot - cSTF ......... . Ted Schlink W
The Christian must never be fooled by the subtle but
Co. F ............. Mike Gannon RETIRED ........... Tony Bell
false argument that says an act is permissible as long as
Co. G ...........Bill Simms Editor ............ Gale Wright
it
doesn't
hurt
anyone.
This
kind
of
reasoning
is
based
INSTALLED
GLASS FOR ALL PURPOSES . CUT &
ASSOCIATION OFFICE ...........861-5060
STORE FRONTS
AUTOMOBILES
on a wrong premise. No man is an island, and a society
tIC. #253487
ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: Editor, S.F.
is only as strong as the individuals in it. Therefore, even
Policeman, 510 - 7th St., San Francisco, CA 94103. No responthe most private deeds ultimately affect others. sibility whatever is assumed by the San Francisco Policeman
A. JEAN GLASS CO.
and/or the San Francisco Police Officers' Association for unPressing deeper into the problem, we see that every
DRIVE IN SERVICE
.•
solicited material.
sin offends the holy God who made us in His image. It
THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICEMAN is the official publication
WE CAN SERVICE THE
destroys what is good and fulfilling in our relationship
of the San Francisco Police Officers' Association. However,
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPT. BEST!
opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily
to
Him.
In
today's
Scripture,
Paul
draws
the
issue-to
its
OPEN SATURDAY
those of the S.F.P.O.A. or the San Francisco Police Departlogical conclusion. He says that we do not belong to
3733 GEARY BLVD.
ment.
MICHAEL JEAN
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
ADVERTISING:
PHONE 387-3310
ourselves - we are the possession of another. To violate
body, mind, or soul, therefore, is to strike out at God
Nancy Heeres
Police News
104 Point Lobos, S.F. 94121
who owns us and indwells us by His Spirit.
408 258-9429
(415) 386-6613
We may think that some things are harmless. But
Members or readers submitting letters to the editor are reeven when no one else is immediately affected, we inquested to observe these simple rules:
evitably hurt ourselves. And we always grieve the One
—Address letters to the Editor's Mail Box, 510 - 7th St.,
who created us. Strictly speaking, there are no vicSan Francisco, CA 94103.
timless sins.
—Letters must be accompanied by the writer's true THOT: One person's sin can bring tragedy to many
name and address. The name, but not the street ad***
dress will be published with the letter.
—Unsigned letters and/or articles will not be used.
Our January 15th meeting will feature Gary Lavelle
—Writers are assured freedom of expression within
and Rob Andrews of the San Francisco Giants.
necessary limits of space and good taste.
Seldom
do
you
get
a
chance
to
hear
two
fine
athletes
THE LAW OFFICES OF
—Please keep letters and/or articles brief and legible.
who place the Lord first in their lives; an example for all
—The editor reseives . the right to add editor's notes to
THOMAS E. KAZARIAN
athletes young and old.
any article submitted, if necessary.
- *ALL PHASES OF THE LAW
Bring your families and help us celebrate COPS for
—Articles should be limited to two pós, typed, *FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
double-spaced. *FORMER POLICE OFFICER
Chñst 4th Anniversary. The meeting will alo feature
850 Montgomery Street, Suite 101
P.O.
Forms
3479
Notices should
the installation of officers for 1980 which are: Px'esidenl
PÔSTMASTR,AT1ENTION!
b sent to: &F. Policeman, 510 - 7th St., San Francisco, CA
Jim Crowley, Vice President Dennis Russell, Secretary
9413. 2nd . Class Postage Paid at San Francisco, CA
781-5753
Ed Erdelatz, Treasurer Jim Higgens, Spiritual
USPS #882320
Outreach Joe Mollo

MEMBERS
BUY SHARES NOW

Fellowship of
Christian
Peace. Offwers

POLICEMAN
4A
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QUOTAS IN PITTSBURGH, PA.
Hispanics ruled no racial minority
PITTSBURGH (AP) - A federal judge, ruled that somewhat contemptuous on the part of the city
"Hispanic" is not a racial category, has barred the city There is a difference between 'nationality' and 'race."
from promoting a policeman of Mexican descent under
The judge had ruled on October 12 that the city must
an anti- discrimination plan.
adopt a race and sex quota system for police promoU.S. District Judge Gerald Weber made it clear that tions.
only blacks and women are included in his order forcVillalpando ranked 64th among all officers on the
ing the city to award preferential promotions to sergants' list, but as a "non-white" he ranked with five
minorities on the police force.
black officers among the top six according to the Civil
Service Commission.
Weber extended his temporary restraining order
Reprinted S.F. Examiner
against the promotion to sergeant of Edward A.
V l lalpando,. 40, who was to be sworn in December 19
The SFPD has "goals" not "quotas", thanks to the
wi h 35 other newly appointed sergeants.
persistance of our Police Association over the past six
Vilialpando was certified Hispanic by the Civil Ser- years. The agreed to Federal Consent Decree calls for
vice Commission.'
goals, not quotas. The POA Federal Consent Decree
"That's not a race," Weber said. "I don't accept that Committee is in constant touch with the Federal
answer. The whole thing is somewhat comedic and A uditor/Monitor and Civil Service officer.
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PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
by -BOB BARRY

A new decade is upon us, and as we move ahead into the 1980's, the San Francisco Police Department will
be commanded by Cornelius P. Murphy - an individual that I believe will be able to pull our department together and chart a course that is destine to ensuring we are once again the finest police department in
the country.

Gays in the P.De

i am confident in saying that Mayor Feinstein's selection is looked upon by our members, and the entire
community, as an excellent choice. Chief Murphy is a
by Gerry Schmidt
27 year veteran of the departmernt who possesses the
Competence
is
the
key
and
everyone
knows
it.
knowledge
and I believe, the solution to many of the
Gays in a police department? Don't be ridiculous.
problems
that have besieged our department and our
Who ever heard of out-of-the closet gays wearing police They 've known
it for the many years of the Civil Rights City for so many years.
uniforms? Get used to it, it's a reality in San Francisco.
movement and of affirmative action program.
A tremendous amount of problems are in store for Everyone's big gripe is that competence has been The POA is proud to stand behind our new Chief
the future. That's not meant to be threatening, only sacrificed in favor of affirmative action. In some cases, with the pledge that we will work together in order that
soberingly honest. Not just pragmatic problem either, it's undeniably true, in others it's not. Just as in some the many complexities that will confront us may be
cases reverse discrimination is undeniably true, in resolved to the benefit of all.
but volital ones. Volital because emotions are involved.
•
And when emotions and personal feelings are involved, others it's not.
you've got a lot of potential for serious problems
The plain fact of the matter is that like it or not gays
Of primary importance to the POA is the immediate
Two traditionally opposing groups wil be confronting are here to stay. Just as in the past other minorities development of a Memorandum of Understanding with
one another for the very first time One an extremely such as Blacks Orientals and women have come to the Chief and the newly appointed Police Commission
well defined segment of society, the Police Department.,stay, like it or not
Mayor Feinstein has assured us that the M 0 U will be
will feel itself on public display. How will it react to
My personal feeing is this If you believe you're corn
a top priority with the new commission
homosexuals in its ranks ? The pressure felt by some petent and can be a good cop you'll find those of us in
straight cops to uphold the image the public is suppos
the department who are willing to help and welcome
Although there are many other concerns that are of
ed to have of them and even more difficult )their own you to our ranks The basis of acceptance will not be equal importance such as the present transfer policy,
self image is a pressure some will be unable to bear
that you are white black male female straight or gay preservation of the prompt payment of overtime monies
And they will most asuredly be disciplined for it The It will be that you happen to be one of the above as well and the upgrading of our specialized units the im
pressure felt by some gays to carry on the fight of as competent
plementation and monitoring of the consent decree
revolution in the fact of adversity, will undoubtedly be
ranks
at the top of the list
As the representative organization for the San Fran
unbearable for some of them as well Andthey will cisco Police Department the P 0 A strongly believes
Our members have been waiting many years to admost assuredly be supported strongly for their efforts by that competence is the essential ingredient to being a
their peers
vance
through the ranks and now that the appoint
good cop
.
.
ments
to
Sergeant and Assistant Inspectorare progressWhat's the answer, what 's the solution? Can we do
There are
no guarantees though. Volital problems ..
.
s
human
nature.
If
we
all
try
to
keep
that
ing,
the
Chief
must insure that the terms and condisomething
to diffuse
the potentially explosive
situation? will erupt, it- '
.
.
.
.
tions
of
the
decree
and that the future promoI believe there is an answer, a very obvious one. One key word in mind however, perhaps it can lead us .
. . are met
-.
tional
examinations
to
Lieutenant
and Captain are adthat has unilateral support, or should,
g
throuh
those
tryingtrind
an challenging
challi ti.mes.
.
ministered in a timely fashion.
Comlete line of work in
647-1556 - 6062
Offset & Letterpress
, *
• Business Cards
*
•Brochiires
* Ricardo
• Die Cutting
Envelopes
Printing
0 Flyers
o Foil stamp
* 2828 Mission Street
* San Francisco, Ca. 94110
• Hot Emboss'
• Letterheads
SMenus
*
• Wedding Invitations *

FINE
STATIONERS,
AND
ACCESSORIES
FOR THE HOME, OFFICE.

3252 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94115
921-9575

Finally, the seriously depleted patrol force has
resulted in a tremendous burden (work load) on the
patrol force and the Bureau of Inspectors that makes
our ability to properly police our neighborhoods much
more difficult. Until such time as the strength in the
patrol forcereaches its optimum level, the difficulties of
policing will continue and it is incumbent upon all of us
to recognize that everyone will be asked to give a little
more. There aren't many "thank yoC's" but let's keep
in mind that we are now on the way to regaining the
morale that was lost during the last several years and
Chief Murphy and the POA are going to need your support and encouragement.
Congratulations, Chief! We look forward to working
with you.
•

SAVE UP TO 20%
CONTACT
• MICHAEL MILLER...
______

'FOR AQUICK
TELEPHONE QUOTE
TOCHECKYOUR
ELIGIBILITY

-

He's our SFPOA representative for all your casualty insurance needs
---...- -.-'
• AUTO 'HOME. RECREATIONAL VEHICLES • BUSINESS INSURANCE'
-- ••,
• SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR NON-SMOKERS & GOOD DRIVERS'
• Discounts also extended for Multiple Cars & Good Students .-

383-7546

--

Farmers Insurance Group
'Fast - * Fair Friendly Service

Bed Only: No Head
Full, Queen. or Ki
Mahogany ....
Ash......
Teak.
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AROUND THE DEPARTMENT
kvAlCasciato
. . . During the terrible storm of December 23rd and lion circulated by a merchant on Polk Street who this paper. Today he is selling it for over $500.00 per
24th, the old call box communications system was the wanted to move his business into the Northern police ounce. Well, you can still call him for a purchase ...
only link between the public and the ambulance ser- district. Well, something is not right with the change
. . . Wedding announcement: Don Ross, Co. A and
vice. Ironically, the system was suppose to have been and several questions need to be answered.
Lori
Robinson, FBI, have tied the knot. Their wedding
scrapped last year during budget cuts, only to be saved
Q:
Was
the
change
for
better
police
service
•
or
for
was
one
of the most festive occasions of 1979, well atby bailout monies. Sadly, the people in communications tell me that morale in that unit is so low that the moving one area of -District 2 into the police district tended by members of Co. A, Co. H and FBI . Congraulations Don and Lori. We love you both and wish
service between the public and field units is strained that patrols the bulk of that district?
you the best of luck . .
and deteriorating daily. They blame the problem on the
Q: Has the petitioner run for supervisor in District 2
. . . End of the year deductions are popping out all
administrators who consider the emergency corn- previously and is he intending to run again?
over. Adrian and Marie Lim Co. G are hailing the
munications unit of the.department to be thedurnping
ground, not worthy of esprite de corp . . .
Q: Whatever happened to the petition circulated by greatest happening of their life with the birth of Brian
Lui, 5 lbs. 15 oz., their first. Al and Renee Luenow Co.
merchants against the change?
.
: . . Sure wish Bob Popp, the Chronicle reporter,
B are also very happy and proud now that Sarah Marie,
would get the spelling of the P.O.A.'s presidents name
Q: Why did this change go through the police depart- 6 lbs. 7 oz. has arrived. A note from Navarro, CA
correct. He keeps referring to Bob Barry as Bob Berry
ment commission so quietly in the Prop. 13 era?. (somewhere in the country) announces the first of
(sic) . . .
Remember, it's awfully expensive to transfer areas from Wayne Waldo, 8 lbs. 4 oz. to Sue and Ron Black, both
one police - district to another.
former members of the department. Congratulations to
P.O.A. members who possess California Teaching
i sure wish I had the resources to do a full investiga- all the proud parents and their lit' ones ...
Credentials should submit a copy of the credential and
a short resume to me in care of the P.O.A. office. I've tion on this story. I'm sure the names and places would
. . . Steve Hansen has called from the Santa Rosa PD
developed some contacts with the community colleges be very interesting OR, are they too hot to handle? . . .
to announce that Joe Camperino has been promoted to
and universities in the area and need some names to
Lieutenant. Steve and Joe were both recruited away
. . Bullet proof vests a health hazard as well as a life from San Francisco and seem very happy with the opgive them when they solicit me for teachers . . .
save is the word coming out of Concord, California;
. . . In the glass cage are all those officers who took
Seems that several officers there collapsed while on du- portunities offered them in Santa Rosa. Joe was an Inthe 1974 Q2 exam. A test validation study is now being
ty and the cause was traced to the vests. Concord has Spector
andaway.
Steve. a. member of the Bomb Squad when
recruited
conducted by the federal government and they are the
gone to the lightweight vests and are hoping for •
test group. Internal Affairs records, personnel jackets,
. . • Santa Claus Story: Ed Lawrence Co. C was
better results. Luckily here in the city the heatis not as
academy records, academic records, job performance
great as in Concord but we should still look into the drafted to play the old fellow for the Potrero Hill
records, meritorious records and any other piece of inlight vest for day watch personnel. The heavy vests neighborhood Youth Center kiddies as Ted Schlink
formation which the government considers relevent will
could be aggravating medical problems in some officers drove them around on a motorized cable car. The party
be used as an instrument to validate future exams. The
was sponsored by the S.F. Pot and Kettle Club and the
study will be a continuing process and all future info
Speaking of health, if you are on disability or sick cable car was donated by Henry Adams, owner of the
will also be evaluated. Captains should also be aware
leave for more than 3 days, you now have to check in Showplace. Fun was had by all.
that the criteria used by them to recommend
with Sgt. L. Gurnett (lAB) and/or Insp. Tedesco
. Prediction: During 1980, Workmens Compensameritorious awards is being evaluated to see whether or
(Chief's office) who have been transferred to Personnel tion will replace disability for injuries not received while
not discriminatory tendencies have been exhibited
to investigate disability abuses in response to the Ex- making an arrest or saving a life. Already several per.
aminer's series, last month...
Several months ago the administration circulated
sons are meeting on this matter at the Retirement
a bulletin telling all members the wheres and hows of
. . . If you want to make an impression on the new Board. Other matters that are being considered are
getting a department security key made. If you follow,
chief, do the following a) get a haircut b) wear your permanent light duty positions, retraining the retirethe department's format, don't expect any prompt ac
uniform, sharp, with a tie c) give a lot of tickets d). don't ment . system doctors and a buy out of the system to
tion. Some people have been.waiting 6 weeks for keys..
name a few. What worries me. the most is the. buy out
call in S.P. ànd! e) get good stats..;
proposal,. because a lot of hungry people won't thinlc,
.
City politics affects police department bounC
... Should of had department: Ted Schlink offered will take the money and run only to become society's
daries: On January 1st, the boundaries of the Central
gold .for $300.00 per ounce in - the September issue of burdens in old age.
and Northern Stations were changed as a result of a peti-

DYDVEARGAIN,
Retired SFPD
'
&

When In Jail and You Need BAIL

Phone

The Bondsman with a Heart
859 Bryant Street, San Francisco

Real Estate No. 1, Inc.
1379 LINPA MAR SHOPPING CENTER, PACIFICA, 94044
RES. (415)355-9620
.
OFFICE 4415) 359-6111

A L GRAF AlL BOND -

CONTRA CTOR' FS PRICES
ON MOSTITEMS.
LIGHTING SHOWROOM
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
-

MArket
1-7901

AL
GRAF

FORMERLY KEN TILL.ES

MELROSE MOTORS
Complete Auto Repairs
Domestic & Foreign
All Work Guaranteed
ALL OFFICERS & DEPT. MEMBERS WELCOME!
For Assistance See: 4818 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco, CA 94118
Pierre Etcheverry
Phones: 387-4725, 3874726

CLOTHING CLEARANCE
CENTERS
FAMOUS BRAND MEN'S CLOTHING
AT WAREHOUSE PRICES

GOLDEN GATE

SUITS - SPORT COATS - PANTS
SHIRTS - SWEATERS - TIES, ETC.

DISCOUNT LIGHTING
AND ELEGTRIG.AL CONTRACTORS

ALTERATIONS AVAILABLE ON THE PREMISES
SPECIAL COURTESY DISCOUNT CARDS FOR
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE OFFICERS ASSOC. MEMBERS
•

I

3201 MISSION ST. (2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF ARMY ST.)

LIGHTING

WEEKDAYS 10:30 to 6 SAT. TIL 5
285-5445
.
RESIDENTIAL WIRING SPECIALISTS
CONTRACTORS LICENSE #273577

.

FIXTURES
& LAMPS.

SAN FRANCISCO
2995JUNIPEROSERRA
PH: 9944110

695 BRYANT
PH: 495-7879

-
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Leading the procession of dignitaries was Bagpiper Sergeant John Carlin of Central Station. Next is
Chief of Police Cornelius P. Murphy, Mayor Dianne Feinstein, Father McKay and Mrs. Betty Murphy.
:

A hearty handshake and smiles of sincere congratulations and thanks. The Mayor has just
finished administering the oath of office to the new
Chief.

CEREMONIES WERE SPLENDID

by Gale W. Wright

Cornelius P. Murphy was sworn into office on January 8, 1980 at the Hall of Justice
As the morning daily said, the well-wishers were packed into the sixth floor police with long applause.
.
.
auditorium like "happy sardines". That means there were approximately 600 persons
The newspaper and electric media reporters were abundant. Television coverage
packed into a 350 seat auditorium, plus the hallway.
and photographers kept their lights and flashbulbs going throughout the forty minute
A classy touch was to have Sergeant John Carlin of Co. A lead the procession into ceremonies.
the auditorium and on stage while he was playing a bagpipe. (See photo above.) All The Chief's speech was not long, but he did say, "I would rather be a patroman in
day long Captain Ray White was asking "Where can I find a bagpiper?" By 3 p.m., I San Francisco than the Chief of Police anywhere else." (Loud applause) 'I can't do
thought he had struck out, but to my delight, and certainly the crowd's delight, there the job myself, but with your help we can make the streets in San Francisco safe. But
was the bagpiper, right on cue.
we can't do the job alone. We need the help of community and civic groups. But I
The Mayor looked great, the Police Commissioners looked great, Mr. Betty Mur- believe we are the key to the solution, and together the job can be done," he concludphy looked great, as did the Murphy children, and certainly Father McKay looked ed.
pleased. The Chief was obviously happy and the crowd gave many standing tributes
Chief Murphy is the 23rd Chief of Police in San Francisco.

THE SECRET WITNESS PROGRAM
A "Secret Witness" Program designed to encourage
The San Francisco Police Department will select 2. $500 $1,000
3. $100- $500
citizen participation in solving crimes in San Francisco specific crimes for which information is being sought. A Robbery
Burglary
was initiated on Tuesday, April 10, 1979. This program Secret Witness Advisory Board will screen the- request, Bombing, without injury
Sale of Narcotics
has been highly successful in other cities across the attach a cash award to the target crime and prepare a Arson, without injury
country.
press release for the news media. Citizens with information will be asked to call the Secret Witness telephone
Members of the Department shall be generally aware
The Secret Witness Program is designed to en- 775-7167 and will be assigned a secret identification of the Secret Witness Program and should be able to
courage individuals with information on specific crimes number after providing information.
Drovide the foflnwina inftrm,fn,. ,s,,
which occur in San Francisco to give helpful leads to
the Police Department. Significant cash awards from If the tip leads to arrest and prosecution, the news
1. The Hot Line phone number is 775-7167
$100.00 to $5,000.00 will be given when information media will publicize this fact and encourage the Secret
results in the arrest and conviction of the perpetrator. Witness to contact the telephone Hot Line monitor and
2. The hours of operation are Monday through Friday
The "Secret Witness" will remain absolutely arrange for the cash pick-up. Complete anonymity will from 10:00a.m. to 4:00p.m.
anonymous.
again be promised during this phase of the program.
A number of community agencies and organizations
have joined together to work on the project. The San
Francisco Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring this
program and has secured $25,000.00 in pledges from
its' members to launch the program. All local news
media (newspapers, television and radio) have agreed
to publicize the necessary information and senior
citizens organizations have volunteered to staff the
telephone Hot Line as public service.

GOLDEN GATE
PHOTO CENTER.
"Everything Photographic"
1234 - 9th Ave.
Nar Lincoln Way
San Francisco 94122
681-4229

I

3. The program provides complete anonymity.
Schedule of Awards
4. Be supportive of the program and report to the
Deputy Chief, Investigations Bureau, any serious crime
which might be solved with the help of the Secret
Witness Program.

1. $1,000- $5,000
Murder
Aggravated Assault
Kidnap
Bombing, with injury
Arson, with injury
Rape or Child Molestation

Call HOT LINE number 775-7167,
Monday - Friday 1014PM,

FULLER-O'BRIEN DIVISION
The O'Brien Corporation
Special Attention to all
officers& Dept. members!

WE OFFER

COLOR

Kodak

899 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

863-7235

State Lic.
#377720

IWARREN DELAHOUSSAYE
General Contractor

Additions, remodeling, repairs
Decks, fences, plumbing and electrical
Ca!! Warren for any of the above service

(415)755-421?
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PROMOTIONS
On January 2, 1980, then Acting Chief of Police Murphy swore in seven a4ew
Sergeants and seventeen new Assistant Inspectors.
The Sergeants are: Edward Fortner, Joseph Giacomini, David Gillam, Thomas
Lang, Calvin Nutting, Earl Oppendike, Charles White. The Assistant Inspectors
are: Philip Dito, Thomas Eisenmann, Bruce Frediani, Peter Godbois, Armand
Gordon, James Griffin, Frank Harrington, Richard Hesseiroth, Michael Kemmitt, Rene LaPrevotte, Alfredo Mollat, Richard Moore, Glenn Pam filoff, Michael
Shubin, Harry Waiwyn, Gregory Winters and William Wright. congratulations!
Cake and coffee anyone?

ALL RETURNS GUARANTEED - YEAR ROUND OFFICE
BUS LINES - 6, 10, 66, 71, 72. "N" CAR

O'JE

I?diniL

TAX SERVICE
ENROLLED TO PRACTICE BEFORE THE
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
1020 IRVING STREET
(B,-w. 11TH & 12TH AVE.)
(415) 661-1990
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122 U.S.A. (415) 566-4065

I support San Francisco Police

Csi I I.}DJ
Exclusive Importers of Fine Quality

F. Lofrano & Son, Inc.

LIQUORS -

• AUTO BODY REPAIR
• AND PAINTING
1745 DIVISADERO STREET
Between Bush and Sutter Sts.
San Francisco 94115
Bus: 567-7800, 567-6790
For Special Attention
Please Ask For

DELICATESSEN

ERAKAT'S GROCERY
452 LARKIN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
PHONE
474-8777

FRANK LOFRANO
TONY LOFRANO

KAMAL ERAKAT
MANAGER

We support the SFPOA

POLA STONE

ALBERT RAMIREZ

Income Tax Service
25+ Years of Experience!

Bail Bonds

4630 Geary Blvd., Suite 200 San Francisco
Between 10th & 11th Avenues 921-3149

355 Sutter'Street
(off Union Square)

III
•
•
•

6267290
BaiI Bonds
Federal Bonds
855 Bryant • S.F. On
Immigration Bonds
C
Nation Wide Service
I!

San Francisco 94108
(415)

421-1213

"15% off With this ad"

TWO
FORT
ONE

SALE

VU - NA
Japanese Restaurant
"Excellent and Inexpensive Japanese Cuisine"

.rl c
Th6

Dinner Service 5:30 - 9:30 Mon. - Sat.

Opticians Fine Eyewear
2336 CHESTNUT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94123
' Telephone 415-563-2475

24 hour service - Ask for Hector or Jim

2035 UNION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94123
Telephone 415-929-9400

2893 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

826-2720
MichikoOmine

BUY NEW 1980 TAHITI

TAQUERIA

"LA dUMBRE"

CASTRO

Enjoy Winter Discount Prices
Take Small Used Boat Free While They Last in Stock

Flowers For All Occasions

Let Neighbor Borrow Boat!
Donate Boat to Charity/School!
Gn Fishing, Duck Hunting, Frogging!.
515 Valencia St.
San Francisco, CA94110

FLOWER SHOP

Raul Duran
863-8205

HAYWARD MARINE'CENTEPI
25125 MISSION BOULEVARD • HAYWARD GA

Stan Roualdes
1050 Taraval- Street
664-9200
Flowers by wire anywhere
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• ' SEARCH WARRANTS
byD.A. William L. Fazio

*
The article this month deals with search warrants.
Search warrants are used on a daily basis by the Narcotics Bureau and are often used by other members of
the Bureau. However, there is no reason why the patrol
force could not make better use of search warrants.
'While some officers are skilled enough to prepare the
affidavit in support of the warrant, it is preferable to
• have a deputy district attorney do it. In any case, a
deputy district attorney should always be consulted
with so he can review the facts to determine if a warrant
will lie. I can be reached during office hours at 5531210.
A Search Warrant is:
1. An order in writing
2. In the name of the People
3. Signed by a magistrate
4. Directed to a peace officer
5. Commanding him to search for personal property
6. To bring before a magistrate
California Penal Code Section 1523

*

Vote for Responsible Administration of your
Retirement System
Don't Accept Simple Solutions to Complex
Problems Don't Advocate Foolhardy Speculation with
your-Retirement Monies

Re-Elect
WILLIAM F. KIDD
Incumbent
TO REPRESENT YOU ON THE
S.F. CITY EMPLOYEES'
RETIREMENT BOARD

Whenever possible, a search warrant should be obtainedby conferring with a deputy district attorney.
The law accords preference to search warrants and thus
puts the burden on the defense to demonstrate to the
court that the warrant is defective. A search warrant is When an officer has reason to believe that property
based on an affidavit, usually that of a police officer, which comes under the above description is now at a
which demonstrates probable cause to believe that cer- certain location, he should contact our office and set up
tain property is now located at a certain location. The a meeting with a deputy district attorney to determine
affidavit may be based on hearsay and need not disclose whether a search warrant will issue. The officer should
be prepared to relate the reasons why he believes the
the source of the information,
property will be found at the specific location. A search
A search warrant may be issued for:
'arrant is not limited to a search of a buildingyehicles,
containers, purses; the person of suspects are often the
1. Stolen or embezzled property;
2. Property or things used as the means of commit- subject of a search warrant.
• ting a felony;
When the search warrant is prepared, the affiant,
3. When the property or things are in the possession
of any person with the intent to use it as a means of who provided the probable cause for the warrant, must
• • -committing a public offense, or in the possession of sign and date it and get it signed and dated by a
• • another to whom he may have delivered it for the pur' magistrate. A magistrate is defined as judges of the
pose
p
of concealing it or preventing its being discovered; Supreme Court, court of appeals, superior court,
municipal court, and justice courts. However, it , ap•
•••
a4id
- 4. When the property or things to be seized consist of -pears the primary responsibility lies with municipal
court judges.
any itemany
or constit
• autes
evidence which tends to
• • show a felony has been committed, or tends to show
that a particular person has committed a felony.
A vital aspect of the service of the search warrant
•
relates
to the execution of the warrant, i.e., the en••
California Penal Code Section 1524
trance of the officers into the premises. The Penal Code
requires that the Officers "knock and notice". This
_____________________________________________________I I means exactly what it says. ' The executing officers must
announce their authority and purpose before entering
IN
FINANCIAL
any doors or windows. Penal Code Section 1531. If this
DISTRICT
I is not done, the officers risk having all evidence supFEA TURING FAMOU
pressed. The "knock and notice" rule is excused if the
HAMBURGERS
officers can relate reasons why they would be in danger,
COCKTAIL'S
or
I the occupants would be in immediate danger, such
JOHN J. CARLOTSI
as information that the residents are armed or that
proprietor
there are hostages within the premises.

rTi

FEBRUARY 14, 1980
perty seized and an affidavit and the return of the
search warrant must be completed and returned to the
magistrate no later than 10 days from the issuance of
the warrant. All property seized pursuant to the warrant should be properly marked and stored.
The use of a "paper" is an effective tool of law enforcement. Its importance in follow-up investigations
and the procuring of evidence shold not be overlooked.

A
blood clot
the size
of this dot
can cause
a
• Heart
Attack.

'1,

:fmE

554 comma sheet sanfricio.

PIANO BAR NIGHTLY

Ca. 94111

(415) 421-8343

415 - 771-0909

SCHOONER SALOON & CHANDLERY

SAN FRANCISCO
tODD COLUMBUS
- AT TAYLOR

DAVE JOHNSON
OWNER

SUPPORTS THE S.F.
POLICE OFFICERS' ASSN.

- .f13 ti-1

4L

lnuiL'You to

EL NUEYO EL AMIGO
FOR FINE F000s & COCKTAILS

3355 MISSION ST., S.F.

TEL. 821-3037

If, during the search, - contraband, not described in
the warrant, is discovered, it can be legally seized and
used for evidence assuming it was found within the
scope of the search warrant. In other words, one searching for drugs would be within the scope of the warrant by looking in drawers and cabinets 'within the
described premises. If, in so doing, a sawed-off shotgun
was found, the shotgun could legally be seized.
However, if the warrant was for a console T.V. set, one
would have exceeded the bounds of the warrant by
looking in drawers and small cabinets.
When the search is complete, a copy of the warrant
and a list of all property taken, must be left on the
premises. The original search warrant inventory of pro-

S
Or a stroke.
Every-year, thousands die because of
a blood clot. Thousands more become
disabled, some permanently.
What's being done to stop it?
Plenty.
We're the American Heart Association.
We're giving scientists the chance to find
out more about blood clots.
How to detect them. How to treat them.
How to keep them from happening.
We're fighting hard. With new drugs.
New kinds of treatment. Better ways to
help heart attack and stroke victims
return to a normal life.
And it's only a part of the total war
- we're waging against the number one
cause of death in this country: heart
disease and stroke.
But we can't fight without your money.
When the Heart Association volunteer
asks for your dollars, be generous.
The blood clot is small, the problem
is enormous.
The American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
ell
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GOODBYE
LETTER,
Robert Barry, President
San Francisco Police Officers Assn.
Dear Bob:

WHAT ARE
POLICEMEN
MADE OF?

TESTIMONIAL DINNER
RETIRED SERGEANT THOMAS EASTON
PROMOTION SERGEANT DONALD FOUKE
SERGEANT NICHOLAS KLIMENKO

by Paul Harvedy

Don't credit me with this mongrel prose; it has many
)arents; at least 420 thousand of them: Policemen.
A policeman is a composite of what all men are, a
mingling of saint and sinner, dust and deity.
Culled statistics wave the fan over the stinkers,
Llnderscore instances of dishonesty and brutality
because they are "news". What that really means is
that they are exceptional, unusual, not commonplace.
Buried under the froth are the facts. Less than onehalf of one percent of policemen misfit that uniform.
That's a better average than you'd find among
clergymen.
What is a policeman made of? He, of all men, is at
once the most needed and the most unwanted.
He's a .aongly nameless creature who is "Sir" to
his face and "fuzz" behind his back.
He must be such a diplomat that he can settle differences between individuals so that each willthink he
won.
But...
If the policeman is neat, he's conceited; if he's
careless, he's a bum.
If he's pleasant, he's a flirt; if he's not, he's a grouch.
He must make instant decisions which would require months for a lawyer.
But...
If he hurries, he's careless; if he's deliberate, he's
lazy.
He must be first to an accident and infallible with a
diagnosis.
He must be able to start breathing, stop bleeding, tie
splints and, above all, be sure the victim goes home
without a limp.
Or expect to be sued.
The police officer must know every gun, draw on the
run and hit where it doesn't hurt.
He must be able to whip two men twice his size and
half his age withut damaging his uniform and wtihout
being "brutal".
If you hit him, he's a coward; if he hits you, he's a
bully.
A policeman must know everything - and not tell.
He must know where all the sin is - and not partake.
The policeman must, from a single human hair, be
able to describe the crime, the weapon and the criminal
- and tell you where the criminal is hiding.
But...
If he catches the criminal, he's lucky; if he doesn't,
he's a dunce.
If he gets promoted, he has political pull; if he
doesn't he's a dullard..
The policeman must chase bum leads to a dead end,
stakeout ten nights to tag one witness who saw it happen - but refuses to remember.
He runs files and writes reports until his eyes ache to
build a case against some felon who'll get dealed out by
a shameless shamus or an "honorable" who isn't.
The policeman must be a minister, a social worker, a
diplomat, a tough guy and a gentleman.
And of course he'll have to be agenius...
For he'll have to feed a family on a policeman's salary.
I

It's been a long time since you and I entered the
Academy in 1971. I remember you having to take a
polygraph test because you were from the East Coast,
and my being questioned extensively on a traffic accident and speeding ticket. My God! How things have
changed
I'm writing to tell you that I am resigning from the
department. My reasons are various, and for the most
part, I prefer to keep them to myself. However, as you
know, since we have been with the SFPD many brother.
officers have resigned and left without saying a word.
Well, Bob, I would like to say good-bye to all of my
friends via the POLICEMAN
Enclosed youwill find a letter to my brother officers.
Please feel free to publish this letter and the accompanying enclosure.
With many good memories, I bid you farewell.
Fraternally,
W. Anthony Arnold
As I prepare to resign, I feel that I need to comment
to my friends of nine years within the department. As I
browsed through the December issue to the
POLICEMAN, a few articles struck me as pertinent to
my feelings. In Al Casciato's column "Around the
Department", he failed to bid each one of you a Happy
New Year. As he outlined his reasons, valid for the
most part, he left out one very important item. We are
the brothers (and now sisters) in blue. No matter what
the situation, we are our own support group. For that
reason, I wish all of you a very happy and prosperous
New Year, for if we have nothing else, we have each
other.
Continuing through the POLICEMAN, my eye
caught the article, "Court - Two Cops Fired Illegally". What would have happened to me and my brother
officers if that inept Chief was head of the department
when I was sworn in. I was proud to participate invigorous law enforcement where the bad guys were still
considered criminals. I haven't begun to determine who
are the bad.. guys lately, i.e., City Hall, the Chief, the
Police Commission, the D.A., or the heavies on the
street.
I moved on to the article, "Double Standard". Boy,
am I familiar with that. Clem DeAmicis told me that I
could not be transferred to the Academy because I was
white and male, Maybe I should be gay? Anyhow, that
was resolved and my last assignment was the Academy.
Let me comment on the Academy staff. They are
dedicated, conscientious, and impartial. They are doing a damn good job under the conditions of the consent decree.
I then proceeded to the Frank McDonough article. I
was aware of that article prior to its publication because
Frank wanted it printed in the November issue, because
the December run off. Apparently, some thought it
might hurt the chances of Dianne Feinstein, the endorsed candidate of the POA. I am glad the article was
finally printed, but not due to Frank's attack on the gay
situation. Rather, I wanted it printed to show the continued inability of the so-called leadership in the
department to make a decision. The brass is continuing
to show favor to politics as opposed to their sworn
duties to uphold the law..
The next- article read was Paul Chignell's "Irish
Cops". I'll quote one line from the writing.
"Without lowering the esteem of other-ethnic groups,
one should be proud to be an Irish cop."
I am proud to be an Irish cop, I'm also proud to be a
San Francisco cope My-training officer in 1971 was a
Black cop. A Black cop who was and is a good cop and
a good friend. I've worked with various cops over the
past nine years and, to me and to my friends, that's
what everyone was - a cop. Race, sex, or creed never
entered the picture. I hope that the City.will let it return
to that order.
Goodbye and thanks to my brother officers. I
thoroughly enjoyed working with the finest police officers in the nation. I will always consider mysçlf a
friend-of every one of you.

-

WHEN: WHERE:

Carlos
(;01JSfe i XS
I

Cent/ni & Faque,/.

52 Belden Street
San Francisco, Ca. 94104
lIIlIUIlIL -(415)781-9171
"FINANCIAL DISTRICT BETWEEN BUSH & PINE"

AUTOMOTIVE
CITY
a SERVICE
CENTER .
S

COMPLETE A UTOMOTI VE
- SERVICE
16th & So. Van Ness
San. Francisco, CA 94103

S

863-7585

Italian-American Social Club
25 Russia St., S.F.

PRICE:

$16.00 each

INCLUDES: Hosted Happy Hour -i to 8p.m.
Dinner including wine, tax, tip 9 gif

FOR TICKETS:
Contact Mike Mallen, Field Training Office
Days, Extension 1578
Dan O'Shea, Co. E, Days, 1563
Layne Amiot, Co. E, Nights 1563
Mike Pera, Fraud Detail 1521
Don't be a
heart breaker

-Reduce if overweight.

S

GsneMcMurtrey
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Wednesday, February 13,1980

The Arne,cn Heart ASSOCjOtOC
WERE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

PORTOLA JEWELERS
Jewelry & Watches Repaired
Diathonds Re-mounted
-

\V

Gustavo Samarriba
2706 San Bruno Ave.
468-3033
San Francisco, CA 94134

Sandy Waters

Laurance de Vries

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ALL
OFFICERS & DEPT.MEMBERS

FLAMINGO
WINES & SPIRITS
Get Ready For The Holiday Season Now!
3461 California Street
San Francisco, CA 94118

Free Parking
Delivery Service

.............................. ........'.............r
S CROWLEY'
: MOVING & STORAGE
Lic.& Ins.
CLOSET
OR FULL HOUSE
- Offices
& St6.res
24 Hrs. Service -. free Est.
922-4596 if no answer 922-5244Same Rate Anytime .................
• 1..

THE\ FINANCIAL CORNER
:
421-3698
Open 6 a. m.
401 SANSOME STREET
(Corner Sansom-e & Sacramento)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
BREAKFAST, -LUNCH AND FULL\BAR
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Giving blood.

JANUARY - 30-- 1000-I 400 Hrs,
AT Probation Dept., Hall, of Justice
cONTAcT:TOm Vigo, Chairman 5531201

DONATE ON.

J Irwin Memorial Blood Bank of the San Francisco Medical Society " I
Member American Asodation of Blood Banks
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POLICE & POLITICS
Not a week has gone by in the past several years when
a police officer hasn't approached me and said, "I
don't know why you guys are involved in politics, we
shouldn't get involved in politics".Those individuals
often state that cops are continually getting burned by
politicians and that we should get out of the political
business entirely.
However, many of the same officers described above
reject politics for an organization of police officers but
totally embrace the political process when aspiring to a
better job for themselves. It's disgusting to see individuals chasing after some politico to gain favor for
himself and then on the other hand criticize an
organization for attempting to gain a benefit for all
officers by lobbying a politician.
The history of the San Francisco Police Department
is replete with highly politicized officers who would step
on their grandmothers to obtain a "juice" job and
police ethics be damned.
But, individual politicking will never cease in any
organization, let alone the SFPD.
A more important consideration is an explanation of
why the SFPOA is absorbed in the political process and
why our political acumen and involvement must increase for police officers to survive in Baghdad-by-theBay.
Due to San Francisco's unique sociological mix, the
police are the focus of numerous special interest groups
with similar and competing concerns.
Politicians do not vote for issues in the main because
they possess a heart of gold or because they want to
reward the police officer who is protecting the community. Politicians vote for Or against an issue based
solely upon the extent and type of pressure a group or
individual places on that particular politician. If we
had adopted the "head-in-the-sand" approach over the
past several years and decided to "get out of politics"
our lives and careers would be in severe danger.
Our families would suffer, and dissension would
wrack the City's police force. Does that sound
melodramatic and crazy? Let me point out some of the
reasons why I hold that view and hopefully when I'm
through you'll agree with me. Every example that is
cited below was not won or lost by osmosis or by some
secret force or bestowed upon police officers because
people cared.
Political considerations, pressure on politicans, talking, influencing, supporting, opposing politicians is
what got the work done. I might add that only a few
people did the work but the power of those people was
reinforced because they represented over one thousand
six hundred cops in a City where the police are more
political than anywhere else in the state and where
media types designate us as "the powerful Police Officers' Association".
That powerful image may be real or illusory more,
correctly it is somewhere in between. But the point,
transcends definition,the perception is most important.
City politicians, interest groups and the media perceive
(and rightly so), the POA as a strong and effective
police union. To deny or reject that perception would
be a disservice to our membership.
In examining our actions over the past ten years I
have uncovered scpres of examples of political victories
that helped our membership. A few are reprinted below
to convince the doubters that not only is political action
necessary, we cannot survice without it.
• Ward 45. Do any of you remember when police officers were injured that we were spirited off to Ward 45
at San Franicsco General Hospital for treatment?
Ward 45 was a hellhole where treatment was often
disgusting, where police officers injured in the line of
duty were threatened and subject tophysical and verbal
attack. Unfortunately, public hospitals in inner urban
communities do not afford the kind of care a police officer deserves. Complaints from injured officers were
unceasing and the POA decided to do something about
it. Nice letters and phone calls met a brick wail of
rebuke. Your POA leaders embarked on the political
trail and after months of haggling convinced the Retirement Board and Board of Supervisors to vote for
transfer to St, Francis Hospital. Since March of 1972
disabled officers have been provided excellent care on
Bush Street. But the opposition was there and only by
spending hours influencing the politicans did the action
result in change.

• Residency. Despite the fact that every member of
the Board of Supervisors, every Mayor and 75% of the
San Franciscans want their cops to reside in San Francisco, why are officers allowed to live elsehwere?
The United States Supreme Court has even ruled
that states, counties, and cities may require police officers to live in the communities where they work unless
there is a state constitutional statement to the contrary.
Your POA leaders are responsible for the fact that we
may spend our other sixteen hours a day where we
choose. In November of 1974, POA sponsored Porposition 5 was placed on the state ballot and passed. This
amendment changed the state constituion to deny local
jurisdictions the right to compel residency. But how did
this amendment get on the ballot? Because we went to
Sacramento, had a friendly politician introduce the
bill, testified before committees, twisted politicians
arms, cuddled up to the "terrible" politicians and got
the 2/3 votes of the Senate and Assembly to place the
amendment on the ballot. Due to political action, we
can now tell the members of the Board of Supervisors to
go to hell on the residency issue. When they enacted a 5
mile limit to circumvent the state constitution, our
lawsuit voided that limit. Finally, we have achieved the
right to spend our time and raise our families where we
choose as persons in private industry have the same
rights. It was sheer politics.
• Quota Case. In 1973 a lawsuit was filed by a large
group of minority and public interest groups attempting to impose rigid racial and sexual quotas upon entry
and promotion within the San Francisco Police Department. Besides attempting to impose quotas, they tried
to take millions of dollars in taxpayers' money for alleged damages and attempted to throw out two civil service promotion lists composed of 383 properly positioned future appointments.
During a crucial period in 1978, this coterie of
discontents were joined by the United States of America
as a plaintiff, Mayor George Moscone, the Honorable
Board of Police Commissioners, City Attorney George
Agnost and three amateur Deputy City Attorneys, and
finally the majority of the Board of Superyisors of the
City and County of San Francisco. This array of giants
was opposed by one group, the San Francisco Police
Officers' Association. The scenario had been carried
out in numerous other cities throughout the country
where the police unions had folded within a year and
rigid quotas imposed. But after five years, and hundreds of thousands of dollars, the curtain was falling on
the POA. Did we cave in to our opponents? No, we did
not.
Our answer was politics. We engaged in a series of
political maneuvers to change a supervisor's vote,
threatened a police strike and carried out a massive
public relations program that killed the quota settlement by a vote of 6-5 at the Board of Supervisors. We
then engineered a settlemnt that kept the civil service
rosters, language that paralled existing federal law on
adverse impact on promotions and a guarantee to increase the departthent to. 1,971 officers in an era when
the tax revolt is decimating police agencies. The latter
part of the decree has been called the greatest union
contract for full employment in recent history. During
the struggle over the original quota settlement, a high
Federal official remarked to a reporter that despite the
minority groups, the United States of American and the
entire City apparatus nothing would be approved unless
the POA supported the proposal as the POA was the
most politically powerful police group he had seen in
the country.
• Uniforms. Do police officers in San Francisco pay
for their ufiforms? In the early 1970's most cops in the
U.S. paid for their own uniforms and many still do.
Since March, 1970 the City has paid for uniforms and
all equipment. This benefit was gained by changing
votes at the Board of Supervisors - by political'action
and without the help of the police administration
because their votes were already in favor of the proposal.
• Privacy of Home Addressàs. In 1976 ex-District Attorney Joe Freitas placed Peoples Temple official
Timothy Stoen in charge of selecting police officers for
prosecution for voter fraud. Stoen wrote a letter to
Chief -Gain requesting the home addresses. I wouldn't
want an incompetent lackey like Tim Stoen in possession of my home address for any reason-The POA mov-

by Paul Chignell
Vice President

ed into action and cited Section 28 of the Memorandum
of Understanding which kept officers' addresses private
unless a subpoena was issued. People's Temple official
Stoen and D.A. Joe backed off, dropped the issue and
never sought subpoenas.
But the real story involves politics. Section 28 was inserted into the Memorandum of Understanding and
pushed through the Board of Supervisors in 1974
despite opposition. Political action at the Board
guaranteed the sanctity of an officer's home address.
• ChiefGain Removal. Chief Charles Gain was appointed in January 1976 and served for four years.
Despite his many attributes, and they were quite
beneficial, the majority of San Francisco police officers
wanted him removed and for good reason. Incessant
pressure was placed on him at the Board of Supervisors
and he was challenged politically whenever he made the
slightest mistake. After the May 21 riot, the only group
in San Francisco pushing for his removal was the POA.
After intense pressure, Mayor Dianne Feinstein
demanded the chief's resignation. Scores of groups and
many more citizens echoed the statement that the POA
was solely responsible for Gain's removal. I firmly
believe that if the POA had been guiet, Charles Gain
would still be chief whomever was elected Mayor. This
action was sheer political power.
• Propositions M and H, November 1974. Many of
the opponents of cops involved in politics are
beneficiaries of the above propositions. The implementation of those propositions is costing the city millions
of dollars and helped provoke recent publicity to lower
police pensions for new employees. H brought retired
officers out of poverty and M reflects a fluctuating pension at 75% after thirty years which is the best in the
country. Many politicans state publicly today that they
never would have voted to place these two amendments
on the ballot if the election were held today. They cite
the political pressure of the POA as some of the reasons
for their placement and passage. The fight to secure
these propositions on the ballot and the resulting Yes
vote by the citizens was sher political arm-twisting and
muscle.
• Proposition E of 1971. Proposition E of 1971 was
the most historic ballot amendment involving civil service rights in San Francisco Police History. Hundred of
officers are going to the Bureau of Inspectors based
upon civil service examination who would not have
under the old "juice" system. No longer can one of a
lower civil service rank supervise an officer of a higher
civil service rank.
Despite the City Hall chambers being packed by
members of the Bureau of Inspectors in opposition to
the placement of the amendment in the fall of 1971, the
POA gathered the required number of votes and spent
the money to pass Proposition E. It was sheer politics.
• $50,000.00 Death Benefit. A couple of years ago,
the Congress passed the Public Safety Officers' Benefit
Act which guarantees $50,000.00 to the family of a
police officer killed in the line of duty. The POA was instrumental in securing the passage of this legislation
through contacting our Congressmen and working with
our International Union. The Republican law and
order politicians voted against the act deeming it too
costly but through out political efforts, the act was
passed and many widows of slain officers have received
the assistance of the legislation.
• Heart Presumption. In every session of the California State Legislature in the past decade, the
Republicans and the insurance industry have attempted to eliminate long-standing legislation that solely
benefits police officers. These protections are encompassed in the Labor Code and the foremost is that
of the heart presumption. This law provides that apolice officer with five years or more of service who contracts any heart ailment is presumed to have been caused by his or her employment. We have travelled to
Sacramento every session to stop the attempts by the
conservatives to take this benefit away. By contributing
money and supporting the candidates whosupport our
issues such as retention of the heart presumption,
political action has paid off handsomely.
• Memorandum of Understanding. Both in 1971 and
1974 two labor contracts were signed between the POA
and the Police Commission to secure non-economic
rights such as polygraph prohibition, equitable transfer
Continued Next Page
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policies, like/work like/pay provisions and other mean- coverage that the city pays for them is a result of POA amendments were written by the POA and passed by
ingful employment rights. These were not secured out political action and not a gift from the City.
the voters after a unique partnership amongst various
of the goodness of peoples' hearts. The ratification of
community groups and the POA.
these pacts at the Board of Supervisors and by Mayor
• Community Relations Director. One of the fiercest
Alioto was due to political pressure, especially at elecstruggles over the past decade has been the attempt by
As a direct result of overt politics, two police stations
tion time.
certain police officers to attain a much higher salary were opened and procedures were planted in the
than their civil service rank would equal. On at least
Charter that precluded closure of police stations in the
• Proposition I, June 1972. Prior to June of 1972,
two occasions the police administration attempted to future without the Board of Supervisors approval.
police sergeants were paid $32 less per month than the
upgrade one black officer who had been a patrolman
equal rank in the fire department, that of Lieutenant.
and then politically appointed to assistant inspector.
• Civilian Review Board. For three successive years,
This was a basic inequity that the administrations of
However, the administration recommended a salary the San Francisco Bar Association, various defense
th police department and the City were reluctant to
commensurate and above that of Captain.
counsel and radical groups proposed civilianization of correct. The POA wrote the charter change,, secured
the police internal affairs bureau. the votes at the Board of Supervisors and supplied the
The only group opposing this scheme, was the San
The POA used every ounce of political muscle to
money to pass the amendment overwhelmingly at the
Francisco
Police Officers' Association. The Board of
deny this salary grab at the Civil Service Commission
polls. Political action worked again.
Supervisors
rejected this nefarious scheme after intense
and at the Board of Supervisors. Each time the prolobbying
by
the
POA.
• Proposition N, November 1972. Proposition N was posal was defeated on narrow votes. This overt political
Another
major
political victory was achieved by the
a major breakthrough in the retirement system which activity was considered by some as a racist act which is
POA
after
engaging
in pure politics.
took decisive action at the Board of Supervisors in order totally untrue. No officer of whatever color should be
to collar the necessary votes for placement on the compensated due to political considerations. The civil
ballot. A large amount of money was spent to gain its service system is fair for all and to remain so must not - • Police Officers' Bill of Rights. A landmark piece of
Lgislation mandating polygraph prohibition, inspecpassage. Proposition N corrected numerous survivor yield to political pressures.
tion of personnel records and due process protections
benefits that some officers lost because they failed to fill
California police officers was passed by the
out certain forms prior to their deaths, leaving their
• Labor Code Physicians. How many police officers
legislature
in 1976 despite the opposition of all Califorfamilies without a full pension. It also increased penhave been injured in the line of duty and then became
nia
Chiefs
of Police, all county governments and most
sion percentages for the officer who entered the police
dissatisfied with their City physician? Who changed the City officials in the state. The POA was instrumental in
department between the ages of 21-25 and had to work
procedure so that the officer could change physicians?
writing the legislation and changing votes in the
four extra years in some cases without any increase in
The POA. Noting a major concern over this issue
California State Senate to achieve victory. Intense
final pension compensation. Prior to Proposition N an
amongst the membership, legislation was introduced
political lobbying by the POA on Governor Brown
officer entering at the age of 21 received 55% pension
and became effective January 1, 1976 allowing officers
resulted in his signature on the legislation.
at age 50. After Proposition N, the same officer receivto change to doctors of their own choice. Political aced 67% pension and now under Proposition M receives
tion was the catalyst for this change.
Sheer political power achieved the best police Bill of
71% pension. A major benefit was achieved through
Rights legislation in the United States.
political action.
The
above
examples
demonstrate
that
political
in• Police Stations. Who could forget the battle over
volvement of the POA and the absolute necessity of
Proposition 0, November 1972. Proposition 0 was the closure of Park and Southeast police stations?
engaging in politics to achieve benefits for our memberan amendment that received strong opposition in that
the proposal would provide for medical coverage for ciThe Joe Alioto - Don Scott Police Commission closed ship.
ty employees After a close vote the amendment pass- those two police stations despite fervent opposition by
Political involvement must continue unabated.
ed. Many police officers are unaware that the medical police officers and the public. The resulting ballot
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ward Epting was also present at Mission Police Station
and was preparing for his response to City Hall.
Meanwhile, the skirmish line in front of the Polk
Street steps of City Hall had been ordered into a wedge
formation. Lt. Scheffler recalls that at-that point he was
not sure who was in command or who was giving
orders. He specifically remembers that Chief Gain was
not in possession of a radio.
2315 Hrs. - At approximately 2315 hours, a slow
methodic sweep of the Civi Center Plaza commenced,
forcing the demonstrators back through the park
towards Larkin Street. Once the sweep began, it was
just a matter of minutes before the Plaza was entirely
cleared of demonstrators who could then be seen running in three major directions: northbound on Larkin
Streets toward Golden Gate Avenue; southbound on
Larkin Street towards Market Street and eastbound
through the United Nations Plaza towards Market
Street. During the sweep, demonstrators collected
rocks from various construction sites in or about the
Civic Center Plaza and threw them at the advancing officers.
Visibility on the part of the officers at this point was
extremely poor due to a number of unusual circumstances. The marked police vehicles parked on
McAllister Street were totally engulfed in flame, and a
dense, dark smoke had blown across the Plaza towards
Grove Street. This factor, in conjunction with extremely bright lights generating from a news media roving
van, literally blinded the officers as they attempted to
look out through the plastic face shields of their riot
helmets.
Reports began to be receved of extensive window
breakage, and some looting, along Larkin and Market
Streets as demonstrators were finally forced out of the
area.
Criss-crossing sweeps across the Plaza insured that
returning demonstrators never regained control of the
Plaza area.
2330 Hrs. - Lt. Epting, Sgt. Smith and Sgt. Gamez
from Mission, responded to Northern Station, where
they abandoned their vehicles in order to approach the
City Hall area on foot. Deputy Chief Mullen was in the
Mayor's office instructing Capt. Ellis, Commanding
Officer of the C.S.T.F., to thave C.S.T.F. units begin
motorized patrol of city streets. C.S.T.F. officers had,
by this time, reassembled in front of City Hall after having sweep Polk Street southbound to Market Street and
points beyond.
Reports of windows breakage and silent or audible
burglar alarms continued throughout the area without
any available police units to respond.
Capt. Raymond Canepa arrived at City Hall where
his orders were changed a third time. He was ordered to
patrol the area north of City Hall bounded by Van Ness
Avenue and Leavenworth, Market and California
Streets.
Responding off-duty personnel and mutual aid units
were left without an officer-in-charge at 6th and Bryant
Streets as a result of Capt. Canepa's new orders.
Lt. Senatore had swept west on McAllister Stret from
Polk Street, clearing the once overrun Command Post
and gas station of demonstrators w were forced
across Van Ness Avenue.
Mission police units were ordered to the area of
Castro and Market to monitor any further
developments in that area.
Chief Gain, who was standing on the balcony of the
Mayor's office without a radio, could be heard attempting to shout to Deputy Chief Mullen on the Street
below. Once his attention- was caught, Deputy Chief
Mullen returned to the Mayor's office where he was informed that, due, to the burning of the many police
radio cars, there were not enough vehicles for the officers now on foot.
After a few passes through the area, Mission units
were instructed to meet at 17th and Sanchez by Lt. Epting, thereby maintaining a position close to the Castro
Street vicinity, yetout of the immediate area.
2340 Hrs. - At approximately 2340 hours, a fire box
alarm was pulled at 18th and Castro Streets. The
assembled Mission units observed a fire engine responding to the area and followed it at a distance, staggering their response to avoid being totally engulfed in any
possible confrontation. As the fire engine reached its
destination, if became the object of a bottle-throwing
attack. Before any- Mission police units could reach
their location, a Muni Transit Police Unit,' comprised
of Muni Security personnel, requested a 406 from the
samè'general vicinity.. Mission units surrounded the fire
truck to protect it while firefighter personnel investigafed the alarm, subsequently concluding that it

RIOT REPORT continued
was a false alarm.
Mission units attempting to guard the exit of the fire
truck, were surrounded by many bottle-throwing
demonstrators. Unable to leave the area safely because
of the engulfment by the crowd, Lt. Epting ordered his
officers out of their vehicles and into squads at the corner of 18th and Castro Streets. Slowly, the unruly
crowd was forced out of the intersection and onto the
sidewalks.
Assistance was requested by one of the Mission units
and members of the CS.T.F becan responding to the
area on motorized patrol.
An ambulance arrived at 18th and Castro Streets and
assisted an epileptic lying prone near the intersection.
Additional squads, including number 31390 commanded by Sgt. Garriott of Mission police station, responded
to 18th and Castro Streets.Chief Gain arrived at 17th and Market Streets and
was summoned by the Mayor via police radio, however,
since Chief Gain had no portable radio, Officer Ed
D'llia of the Muni Transit Police Division was instructed to inform the Chief verbally that the Mayor
wanted him to call her at her office. The Chief then borrowed a dime from Patrolman D'Ilia to make the phone
call.
0020 Hrs. - Having received assistance in the area
of 18th and Castro Streets, Lt. Epiing and 313300 disc
ussed the closing of bars on Castro Street at approximately 0020 hours. The purpose of the closing was to
eliminate the sources of the objects thrown by the
demonstrators. The bars were then closed, some of
them voluntarily by their proprietors.

0030 Hrs. - Members of C.S.T.F. had been assembled
at the corner of 17th and Market Streets for approximately one half hour, waiting for Commanding Officer
Lt. Scheffler. At approximately 0030 hours, Deputy
Chief Mullen approached the officers and ordered some
of them to accompany himias he marched from 17th
Street down Hartford Street towards 18th Street and
began walking back to 17th and Market Streets. On the
way back, Police Chief Gain was observed walking
alone, and without a radio, towards them. The Chief
asked the group to tell him what was going on. He asked Patrolman McElligott, "What should we do not?"
The Chief then ordered Officer McElligott to get on the
radio and ask communications what was going on. Officer McElligott once again observed that the Chief did
not have a radio. The Chief then suggested they all
return to 17th and Market Streets to await Deputy
Chief Mullen's return.
At about the same time, Lt. Epting had cleared the
intreotion at 18th and Castro Strteets and, with
squads of officers bordering all four corners, was
holding the now relativedly quiet demonstrators up on
the sidewalks. Suddenly, Supervisor Harry Britt crossed the police lines with several members of the news
medis and literally held a mm-press conference in the
middle of the intersection. After. consulting with Lt.
Epting and Capt. Jeffery, Supervisor Britt used a
bullhorn to address the crowd and, in part, stated,
"The police don't belong here!" This seemed to stir the
crowd somewhat as the demonstrators became
notjceab1y louder in their verbal insults of the officers
and more aggressive in moving off the sidewalks and into the streets again. The officers were able to force the
demonstrators back somewhat, but were then ordered
to leave the area by Lt. Epting, who instructed them to
reassemble at 17th and Sanchez Streets. Supervisor
Britt left the area and was seen shortly thereafter at
17th and Market Streets shouting at Chief Gain, "This
is the end of your career as well as Mayor Feinstein's.
The police don't belong here!"
0100 Hrs. - At approximately 0100 hours, C.S.T.F.
personnel were ordered back on motorized patrol.
Shortly thereafter, assistance was requested at 17th and

Market Streets. At that location a skirmish line of
police officers was stretched across Castro Street where
it intersects with Market Street. A crowd of
demonstrators covered the entire street and advanced
on the police. Deputy Chief Mullen could once again be
seen conversing with both the demonstrators and police
personnel.
0115 Hrs. - Having responded back to the area, Lt.
Epting was asked his advice by Deputy Chief Mujilen.
He gave two options: 1) Retreating and allowing the
crowd to advance or, 2) Advnacing and dispersing the
demonstrators. Deputy Chief Mullen also conferred
with one of the civilians and then announced an "agreement" that, "If the police won't advance beyond the
crosswalk lines, neither will the demonstrators."
0130 Hrs. - A short while later the police were
ordered off the street. A second march towards City
Hail progressed down Market Street from the Castro
Street area at approximately 0130 hours. Lt. Epting
ordered 3D units to asemble at 14th and Castro Streets
and requested orders from Headquarters. Chief Gain
and Deputy Chief Mullen were observed in the same
vehicle as it followed the second City Hall march.
0200 Hrs. - Once at City Hall, Chief Gain, Deputy
Chief Mullen, Capt. Lordon and Commander Cornelius Murphy all conferred on the front steps. Chief
Gain was of the opinion that the demonstrators should
be allowed to re-assemble in the Civic Center Plaza area
on the east side of Polk Street. Deputy Chief Mullen
agreed with this opinion. Capt. Lordan and Commander Murphy intervened, however, and convinced
the Chief not to allow them beyond the corner of Grove
Street and Van Ness Avenue. Skirmish lines were then
set up, and, when the demonstrators finally arrived,
they were dispersed without further incident. Thirty to
forty individuals who were sitting at the interesection of
Grove Street and Van Ness Avenue were asked to leave
by members of the C.S.T.F. and Commander Murphy.
0215 Hrs. - At approximately 0215 hours they left
the area willingly. Capt. Canepa was then instructed to
respond to Polk and McAllister Streets by Commander
- Murphy, where a skirmish line was maintained until
approximately 0400 hours.
In the meantime, Lt. Epting's presence was requested in the Mayor's office, where the Mayor, Chief
Gain, Deputy .Chief Mullen, Capt. Jeffery, P:ress
Secretary Mel Wax and Fire Chief Casper were already
present. He was then questioned regarding the incidents which had takenplace on Castro Street. Lt.
Epting recalls that at that time Chief Gain still did not
haye a radio.

0400 Hrs. - By 0400 hours most of the City Hall
area had been cleaned up by on-duty Department of
Public Works personnel. Windows were being boarded
up and the torched radio cars were being towed. Deputy Chief Mullen ordered night supervising Capt. Ford
Long to remain on duty until 0800 hours. Those officers
maintaining the skirmish lines at City Hall were released as remaining units were placed on motorized patrol.
Continued Next Page

The purpose of this report is to recount the events of
May 21st and 22nd, 1979 through an analysis of relevant documents and eyewitness accounts of both line
and sqpervisory officers experienced in crowd control
situations.
A narrative chronology of the events has been derived
from the transcript of officers' observations (Appendix
H). These accounts were tape recorded at various locations throughout the city beginning immediately after
the riot ended and later transcribed into their present
form
San Francisco Police Department Industrial Accident Reports prepared by officers shortly after the incident were used to substantiate the number and times of
their injuries. (Appendix Ill).
Staffing and manpower deployment were. determined, to the extent possible, - hrough interviews of all
known squad leaders and other supervisory personnel,
i.e., lieutenants and captains who were present at both
City Hall and the 18th and Castro Streets area. (Appendix IV). It should be noted that some documentation
was destroyed during the arson of police vehicles.
Public and private property damage estimates were
determined by contacting the property owners
tbemse1ves or responsible persons. (Appendix V).
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PROMOTIONS

Conclusions based on the accumulation of information regarding any particular set of events must
realistically reflect any possible deficiencies inherent in
that process of collection and analysis of data. To stat
that any one version of an incident encompasses all
the facts as well as a perfect interpretation of them ' 9nores the elements of human prejudice and error. It is
further noted that several persons playing key roles in
these incidents have refused to provide information in
response to our requests.
The circumstances surrounding the incidents of
Monday, May 21, 1979 and the early morning hours
that followed, must be taken into consideration if the
lay person and members of the media are to develop a
true and thorough conception of what took place.
The Gay Community of the City and County of San
Francisco had an extremely deep-seated interest in the
outcome of the Dan White murder trial. Supervisor
Harvey Milk, a victim in the November 27, 1978 slayings, was an avowed gay. As the elected representative
from San Francisco's District Five, he was a popular
spokesperson for an emerging element of society whose
boundaries far exceeded those of the City and County.
Politically, Supervisor Milk seemed to grow with the increasing strength of the gay movement locally as well as
nationally.

Deputy Chief Mario Amoroso stands proudly with eight newly. promoted
Sergeants. The happy day was December 12, 1979. Congratulations to you,
Sergeants: James Baca, Charles Brewster, Raymond Colla, John Costello,
James Norman, Frank Panacci, Michael Seybold, Steven Wilhelm.

Former Supervisor Dan White of San Francisco's
District Eight on the other hand, represented a wellfounded segment of the city's community. Established
neighborhoods had elected him on the basis of his more
traditional and conservative outlook on - the preservation of the status quo.
At issue during the entire trial and its aftermath, was
Dan White's history as a former San Francisco police
officer. While alleged confrontations between gays and
the police have not limited themselves to the City of San
Francisco, it's ironic that the City's liberal stance on
- most issues has resulted in its emergence as the main
focal point of a world-wide gay community. This is
evidenced by the various gay holidays and parades
-. celebrated within San Francisco's streets annually.
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One can only speculate as to -the behind-the-scenes
action and motives which prompted Mayor Moscone to
accept as final Dan White's resignation from office in
spite of his subsequent attempts to withdraw it.
Ultimately the decision led to the November 27, 1978
slayings.
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A much publicized trial ensured wherein the controversial "diminished capacity" defense was used to
combat the murder confessions. Announcement of two
manslaughter. verdicts at approximately 5:15 p.m. on
Monday, May 21, 1979 resulted in the tumultuous riot
condition which is the object of this investigation. This
report is limited to the area of the police administrative
- - decisions and the repercussions which occurred that
night. In order to get a clear picture of how these types
of decisions are normally arrived at, one must examine
the state of preparedness as it existed prior to the riot.
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information.
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GUN ENTHUSIASTS
THE FOLLOWING LIST OF BOOKS ARE' BEING OFFERED FOR SALE FROM
THE ESTATE OF WILLIAM L. IRAN ER
INTERESTED PARTIES CONTACT BILL PACHECO, 873-2924
Small Arms of the World: Joseph E. Smith
Shooters Bible: Paul Wahl
Bolt Action Rifles: Frank de Haas
Catalog
NRA Illustrated Shooting Handbook
Military Small Arms of the Twentieth Century: Ian Hoog & John Weeks
The NRA Handloader's Guide: NRA NRA Illustrated Shooting Handbook
Handloaders Digest 6th Ed.
Hobby Gunsmithing: Ralph Walker & Jack Lewis
Gun Digest
Gun Digest 1972
Basic Gun Repair: Peterson
Ithacagun Parts and Service Manual
Checkering & Carving of Gunstocks: Monty Kennedy
Arms Archives: Waffen Archives
Remington Field Service Manual
Remington Field Service Manual
ICS Handbook - Machine Shop 1942
Table book
Machinest's Practical Guide: Morse Company
The Browning Hi-P:ower Pistols: Donald B. McLedan
Elementary Metallurgy: W.T Frier
Screw-Thread Standards For Federal Services Part 11969
The Machinest TM 10-445
General Drafting TM 5-230
Shop Mathmatics TM 9-2820
Fundamentals of Ordnance Corp Machine Tools TM 9-242
Carpentry TM 5-226
Carpentry / Building Construction TM 5-460
Stan-Gazing Equipment, Impression Outfits & Pressure Gauges TM 9-1860
Advanced Gunsmithing 1943: W.R. Vickery.
Machinests Handbook 16th Ed. (old)
The Use of Handbook Tables & Formulas
Machine Tool Operation Part ii: Henry D. Burghardt
The New American Machinest Handbook 1955
Marks' Mechanical Engineers; Handbook 6 Ed.
How to Cut Screw Threads in the Lathe: South Bend Company
How to Grind Lathe Tool Cutter Bits: South Bend Company
Jefferson's Gas Welding Manual 3rdc Ed.
The Oxy- Acetylene Welders Handbook: Craftsman
The Way Things Work
How to Get More for Your Money in Running your Home: Merle E. Dowd
Americas Handyman Book
Home Workshops: David X. Manners
Metal Techniques for Craftsmen: Oppi Untracht
Solder & Soldering T. B. SIG. 222 1951
Painting Instructions for Field Use TM 9-213
Welding - Theory & Application TM 9-237
Welding Encyclopedia 16th Ed. 1968
Welding Encyclopedia Study Guide & Workbook_
Welding Encyclopedia Answer Sheet to Workbook

Modern Gunsmithlng - 2nd. Ed: Clyde Baker
Introduction to Modern Gunsmithing: Hand E. McFarland
P:rofessional Gunsmithing: Walter Howe
Gunsmith Kinks: Bob Brownell
Gunsmithing wnd. Ed.: Roy F. Dunlap
Gunstocks - Finishing and Care: A. Donald Newell Lugars at Random: Charles Kenyon Jr.
The Lugar Pistol: Fred A. Datig
Japanese Hand Guns: Frederick E. Leithe
10 Shots Quick: Daniel K. Stern
Colt Automatic Pistols: Donald B. Bady
Mauser, Walther and Mannlicher Firearm: John T. Amber
The Book of the Garand: Julian S. Hatcher
History of Smith and Wesson: Roy G. Jinks
The Book of Pistols and Revolvers: W.H.B. Smith
Firearm Bluing and Browning: R.H. Angier
Lugar Variations Vol. 1: Harry E. Jones
Mauser Pocket Pictols 1910/1946: Roy G. Pender III
Lugar Tips Vol. 1: Michael Reese II
Walther Model PP & PPK 1919/1945: James L. Rankin
Smith & Wesson Handguns: Roy C. McHenry/ Walter F. Roper
German Pistols & Revolvers 1871/1945: Ian V. Hogg
The P38 Pistol (First Ed.) Vol. 1 Walter Pistols 1930/1945: Warren H. Buxton
System Mauser: John W. Breathed & Joseph J. Schroeder
Lugar: John Walter
Audels Machinests Hand Book 1942: Frank D. Graham
Suicide Specials: Donald'B. Webster Jr.
Pistolsmithing: George C, Nonte Jr.
The Rifle Book: Jack O'Connor
The Machine Dun Vol. 1: Bureau of Ordnance US Navy
The Machine Gun Vol. II Part VII: Bureau of Ordnance US Navy
The Machine Gun Vol. III Part VIII/IX: Bureau of Ordnance US Navy
The Machine Gun Vol. IV Parts X/XI: Bureau of Ordnance US Navy
Vickers A. History: J. D. Scott
The Winchester Book 1st Ed.: George Madis
Colt Firearms From 1836: James E. Serven
Smallarms of the World 7th Ed.: W.H.B. Smith
Great Weapons of World War II: John Kirk & Robert Young
Arms of the World - 1911: Joseph J. Schroeder
The Remington Historical Treasury of American Guns: Harold L. Patterson
Manual of Lathe Operation: Atlas Company
The World's Submachine Guns Vol 1 1st Ed.: Nelson Lockhoven
International Armanment Vo. I: Johnson Lockhover
International Armanment Vol II: Johnson LOckhover
Small Arms of the World: Smith & Smith
German Machineguns: Musgrave Oliver
Special Forces Foreign Weapons Handbook: SGM Frank A. Moyer
Encyclopedia of Modern Firearms Parts & Assembly Vo. I: F.R. Bob Brownell
The Art of Engraving: James B. Meek
The NRA Gunsmithing Guide: NRA
Home Gunsmithing Digest: Tommy L. Bish
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TORTUGA EXPRESS 1979 VACATIONS
SPECIAL PROGRAMS for FIREMEN, POLICEMEN. FAMILIES
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WE'VE INCLUDED THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENTS FOR GREAT VACATIONS Jet Flights by Scheduled Airlines, Superior Hotels, Escorted, Golf, Tennis Facilities Nearby, Many Extras!

HAWAII -.

1O DAYS -3 ISLANDS

59O .

3 DAYS -4th ISLAND

21 REGULAR DEPARTURES — FEBRUARY THRU DECEMBER

Includes Air, Rooms, Transfers. Enjoy the romance of Hawaiian Paradise — Beautiful Beaches
Abound Amid this Tropical Setting. Enjoy the Vacation of a Lifetime!
from LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO and SAN DIEGO — SEND FOR FLYERS!

HAWAII

11 DAYS -3 ISLANDS -OAHU,KAUAJ, HAWAII

SPECIAL!

171

1. Ii8st5I17
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$499

Includes all Features of our Regular Hawaii Program
6 Tax
4 DEPARTURES FROM LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO and SAN DIEGO &esv. Chg.

MAY 14-24, JULY 16-26, SEPT. 17-27, OCT. 22•NOV.i
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MAZATLAN and PUERTO VALLARTA, MEXICO

—8 DAYS—$319

Includes Air, Hotels. Fiesta. City Tours. Cocktail Parties at Both Hotels. Beautiful Beaches. Nightlife.
Fishing. Tennis and Golf Available. Escorted

3 DEPARTURES - MAY 18-25, OCT. 26-NOV. 2, NOV. 9-16
Fruen San Franc.,co add SSi. - Finn, 5e-r

Dren

add $22

MAZATLAN, MEXICO — 7 DAYS — 249
Includes Air. Hotel. Fiesta, City Tour. Cocktail Party at Playa Mazatlan Hotel
Beautiful Beach, Nightlife. Fishing, Golf. Tennis Nearby. Escorted.

4 DEPARTURES — MAY 10-16,JUNE 21-27, OCT. 11-17, NOV. 1-7
From Sen Fiancdcc add $56 - From Sun Oomgu add $22

PUERTO VALLARTA, MEXICO— 7 DAYS —$269

Includes Air, Hotel, Fiesta. Cocktail Party, City Tour in this Beautiful. Quaint Seaside Resort.
Enjoy a Touch of Paradise. Escorted,-

4 DEPARTURES - MAY 2-8, JUNE 13-19, OCT. .3-9, NOV. 7-13
-

From San Franco add $50 - From San CroOn add $22
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"APOCALYPSE
NOW"

WE'LL SAVE YOU MONEY!!

Secretary
van ness

DATSUN

by L. Davis Almand
Civilian Police Employee

byAl Casciato

A POLITICAL
ANALYSIS
The city election is over and the Mayor, Board of
Supervisors and Chief of Police have been selected.
Everyone seems to be asking, what are they going to
do? What do they stand for? What is the POA's relationship with the city's new leaders? The following is
nyanalysis.
MayorFeinsteiñ has a good working relation with the
POA and an open line of communications. Already she
has lived up to her campaign promise of ordering the
new chief to immediately begin working on a new
Memorandum of Understanding with the P.O.A. In
fact, 3 hours after the mayor's announcement that
Commander Murphy had been selected as the next
chief, P.O.A. executives met with the new chief. Topic:
Memorandum of Understanding, the labor contract.
District 1 Supervisor Ed Lawson is probably going to
be tough to get along with. He is the type who wants
police officers to lay their life on the line day after day
for minimal compensation.Tough on crime anti-benefits
for police officers.
District 2 Supervisor Louise Reene works good with
the P.O.A. and makes well thought-out decisions.
District 3 Supervisor John Molinari will maneuver
I . himself into the role of tie breaker on the board and will
vote for what is best for his political future. The
P.O.A.'s relationship with him is cautious communications, contact and cooperation.

.

District 4 Supervisor Ella Hill Hutch a very strong
supporter of police officers and has an excellent relatioshipwith the
District 5 Supervisor Harry Britt has given the
P.O.A. his motto time and time again "I'm- behind you
100% on labor issues but I want gay cops". P.O.A.
relationship with him is cautious because of the May
21st riot, even though he is a strong labor backer.
District 6 Supervisor Carol Ruth Silver is an activist
who maintains an anti-police public image in order to
play to a liberal constituency. P.O.A. relationship,
strained to say the least.
District 7 Supervisor Doris Ward is brand new and
no one is sure where she will stand on the police issues.
District 8 Supervisor Don Horanzy has a good relationship with the P.O.A. and can be worked with well.
District 9 Supervisor Nancy Walker newly elected,
comes from liberal quarters. No one really knows where
she stands on police issues but we can anticipate a very
cautious relationship to begin with.
District 10 Supervisor Quentin Kopp If he were not
so abrasive and hard to communicate with, we could, as
a P.O.A., attack some problems constructively
together.
District 11 Supervisor John Bardis is newly elected
and probablythe type that wears his heart on his sleeve.
When he finds out what is really going on in City Hall,
he'll probably freak out in frustration. The P.O.A. will
be approaching-him to set up lines of communication.
Only the future will tell in this case.
Incoming Chief Murphy will be dealing with the
P.O.A. and itattorneys on several issues which will be
coming to a head very quickly. The implementation of
the consent decree, seniority rights grievances, FTO
transfer policy, precedent setting disciplinary hearings
and the new Memorandum of Understanding.
The new chief has never really dealt with the P.O.A.
on the really crucial issues mentioned 'above and
therefore, it is really hard to predict or know which side
of the fence he will be on. But that will come to an end
very shortly as decisions have to be made. In particular,
watch what he does with the academy staff grievances
protesting racial criteria transfers and how he treats
seniority rights in the FTO transfer policy.
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Jim (Goober) Smith
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This film is, basically, just an elaborately-staged,
well-photographed chunk of pacifist propaganda,
which will no doubt delight both Communists and leftists because it degrades American soldiers and the
military in general.
Communists and effete intellectuals will rave about
the "art" of this film, because they know it will encourage the prevailing attitude of passivity and
weakness in the American spirit.
As usual in such films, we are treated to the spectacle
(obviously staged) of people being machine-gunned,'
blown apart, burned to death, etc. Also, as usual,
American soldiers are depicted as a thass of bloodthirsty neurotics and egocentric dopes, complete with the
stock characterization of the show-off commander with
a heart of stone, the backwoods boys whose favorite toy
is a machine gun and the young officer who is cracking
under the strain.
I am among the minority (or perhaps we are the majority after all) who believe that prompt and decisive
military action, including the invasion of North Viet
Nam, could have put a stop to the war and made South
Viet Nam safe for democracy. It was pictures such as
this that undermined America's will and assured our
defeat.
Coppola. allowed his egotism to get the better of him
during the filming, for he appears in one ridiculous
shot as a news photographer urging the soldiers not to
look at the camera - while the camera is trained on
.
him.
The basic plotline was taken - Hollywood calls it
"adapted" - from Joseph Conrad's classic short story
"Heart of Darkness". The film starts out as a realistic
war epic but deteriorates into unreal fantasy. The
jungle temple scenes look like something from an old
Busby Bercely musical, only instead of chorus girls we
see semi-nude savages, with a few severed heads scattered about for decoration. There is even one juicy tidbit for the masochists: The bloody corpse of' a man,
naked from the waist down, is seen swinging from a tree
and then dropping into the river.
The entire picture gives the impression of a phony,
overdone, over-produced exercise in egotism, which is
all it really is. Marlon Brando's mumbling and mugging are absurd, and his character portrayal is
unbelieveable.
To give credit where credit is due: The photography
is quite good, the reconstructed villages and jungle
ruins look authentic, and the background music is wellscored and appropriate, except for one mawkish scene
where the operatic "Ride of the Valkyries" is heard
over a flight of helicopters.
In Hollywood, a badly-made film which manages to
be entertaining is spoken of as "a mess that works".
"Apocalypse Now" is a mess.
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Prof g1ves Oakland cops an 'A'
-

.

Reprinted Oakland Tribune
by Sue Soennichsen

demonstrations of the '60s, Muir says, "they arrested review board contending, among other- things, that

This article was printed on December 16, 1979. The eveyone in sight."
such boards often turn out to be too lenient on police.
professsor's remarks could just as well apply to San
But then followed a philosophical turnaround in the
A civilian review board is "not as tough as the police
Francisco, or any police department where "training"
1970s rendering traditional definitions of excellence force's Internal Affairs Office, and it's not as reliable.
. is extensive. Ed.
less significant.
"In a police review board situation who does the in-

Muir says the Oakland dcepartment responded, vestigations? If the city hires civilians, it will pay them a
Oakland has an "excellent police force" whose of- changing dramatically. Withthese changes, the depart- fortune."
ficers are among the most restricted in the world when ment joined what are - by Muir's definition— "the
He admits a review board would have the " ap
it comes to using their guns, says a University of best" police departments "in the world - thanks to pearance of legitmacy," but, he contends, "citizen,
California professor who once worked for the depart- Charlie Gain."
won't use it because it will be so time-consuming, so erment.
ratic and so lenient" on police.
Former Oakland Chief Charles Gain - soon to leave
"Oakland police officers test out as the 'most stable'
"Internal Affairs is a good special department, which
when compared with people in a wided range of other his curent job as San Francisco chief - was "tyran- is sometimes harsh, and often cruel to fellow officers.
occupations. That's because it is so hard to become a nical" in imposing his policies, says Muir who joined
"There has never been a civilian police review board
cop.
the Oakland Police Department during Gain's tenure. that was successful," Muir contends. "Berkeley has the
"They are smart, ambitious, vigorous and some are But Muir hastily adds that at
his former boss created for only one that has endured, and it is so screwed up with
.
. just awful."
Oakland "the best police
program in the coun- policy decisions it is hopelessly behind" with a backlog
These observations, and a lot more, come from political try - 20 weeks training at school, another 18 in the of cases unresolved.
science professor William Muir Jr. who now teaches field."
"The real problem," Muir says, "is how to get rid of
and researches politics on the state Legislature level.
"Training is critical, "' says Muir.
a really bad cop.
The philosophically changed police force was the best
"A civilian review board will discover the laws proMuir admittedly has an interest in Oakland's police there was in dealing with the black community and with tect him. It can't find any more successful way to get rid
because he worked within the department from 1970 to the urban poor, Muir says.
•
of him than can the Internal Affairs office.
The
new
philosophy
meant
the
traditional
tough-big1975. During that time he helped write the tests now us"So many (Oakland) cops were fired by Gain - only
ed to train recruits. He also spent a lot of time in a boy "best cop" had become the "worst cop." he says.
to be reinstated by the Civil Service Board," Muir says.
- patrol car, and he has written a book called "Police,
Muir defines a "bad cop" as one who turn his or her
Streetcorner Politicians."
Muir today defines a good police officer as someone . back on trouble.
Muir expresses delight with Lynda Drummer, the
During Mayor Lionel Wilson's current who has developed the twin virtues of "duty and
disagreements with the Oakland Police Officers' restraint."
young police officer who recently was beaten by a
Association, Wilson has pointed to his experience as a
Intellectually, he has to grasp the nature of human suspect after she stopped him.
judge - and to the number of criminal cases he handl- suffering..
Muir says that in most cases police officers can be
ed - to show that he knows about police, that he has
"Morally, he has to resolve the contradiction of "lazy", walk away and nobody will know they turned
no animosity.
their backs.
.
achieving just ends with coercive means."
Drummer
did
not
"turn
her back" and Muir says he
Muir has opinions on a lot of the current issues betBut instead of being a benefit, Muir says he believes, a ween the police and the mayor.
likes the way she was "personalizing the situation" black robe background may be the worst type for a
One thing always mentioned is the number of non- making it her personal responsibility to pursue sopolitical leader trying to deal with police.
Oakland residents on the police force. Mayor Wilson, meone she suspected of breaking the public's law.
"A judge knows so little about police," says the pro"That's how you pick a good cop. She took on a
in responding to recent police criticism of city policies,
fessor whoonce practiced law,
said cops shouldn't care what happens in Oakland tough job and did it.
"The trouble with judges is every trial is a double because 88 percent of them don't live here.
Muir also has his doubts about the wisdom , of
trial - that of the criminal and that of the police ofOakland switching from city-wide to district elections.
ficer.
But the university political scientist questions the At least during the period of changeover it is
"Police at trials are always seen at their most
mayor's political' astuteness claiming it would be the dangerous, he says.
pathological. There is no sense 'of what a great cop has
The first district elections in San Francisco produced
"worst thing" -politically to require all police to live in
to do, and how brave they are."
Dan White, reminds Muir. "He was a political tyro."
Oakland.
The strong-mayor government proposed by Wilson
"They would become a political force They and their
Muir says Oakland cops have substantially changed families would become a tremendous voting bloc . . . also gets a critical evaluation from Muir. To illustrate
since police scandals in the 1950s. The Oakland Police with tremendous power.
what he sees as the advantage of a strong city manager
Department joined the "best" police department - in
"Any mayor who argues for police living in town in over a strong city mayor form of government, Muir
the traditional definition - during the 1960s, the pro- asking for a 2000 to 3000-vote political pressure points to the late 'ôOs when Chief Gain enacted his
fessor asserts,
group."
tough restrictions on police gun use.
"It was incorruptable, severe and even-handed," he
"The mayor and City Council tried to nullify that
Besides, Muir continues, it is unfair to force police to
say s, noting that those once were themajor qualities the live in town with so little middle-income housing. "It's policy. But there was astrong city manager, and he
public expected from its police.
crazy and it's unconstitutional."
backed Gain's decision, and the tough gun policy reReferring to the Oakland police's reaction to
Muir also opposes the creation of a civilian police mained."
Jack E. Thomas
(Black Jack)
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THE ADMISSIBILITY OF PRIOR

TAX LOOPHOLES -

FELONY CONVICTIONS TO
IMPEACH THE
DEFENDANT WITNESS
by William L. Fazio
Assistant District Attorney

A liberal construction of Section 788 of the California
Penal Code allows the use of a prior felony conviction to
attack the credibility of a witness. However, recent
developments in case law have greatly limited the use by
the prosecution of a prior felony conviction to impeach
the defendant's testimony.
People v. Spearman (filed August 30, 1979 by. the
California Supreme Court) continues this trend. The
Court, following a list of precedent setting cas'es, ruled
that a defendant may not be impeached with a prior
convictionof possession of Heroin for sale. The Court
concluded that prior felony convictions should only be
admissible where the prior felony involved a crime
which has as a necessary element an intent to deceive,
defraud, lie or steal. Thus, crimes such as
manslaughter, rape, assault and narcotic offenses are
inadmissible to impeach the credibility of the defendant
witness.

In determining whether to admit a prior felony conviction involving a crime of moral turpitude, the judge
should consider; the date the prior conviction was sustained; is it too remote in time to be probative?; the
similarity of the prior to the charged offense, lest the
jury believe that the defendant did it before so he probably did it again; and the effect the ruling will have on
the dfeendant testifying or not testifying, though the
courts have held that "No defendant is entitled to a
false aura of veracity". This reason alone should probably never be grounds for preventing an otherwise
• valid prior from being allowed.
It is clear from a cursory examination of Evidence
• Code Section 788 and the case law relating to it as summarized above that the judiciary has effectively
legislated new law.

4 Natalini's
Flowers
641 Green Street
San Francisco 94133
421-0424

,
Every y e a r t a x Under current law, with signatures of 500,000 from 57% to 37%. •
The
Act
•
is
fiscally
1 o o p h 0 1 e s , which deductions totalling California voters must be
disproportionately benefit $5,014.00, the couple gathered. To do this,we balanced. It has no
the rich, rob the state and would be in the 6% tax need the help of every revenue gain or loss for
local treasuries of billions bracket and pay $558.00 in Californian who is tired of government.
of dollars that could be us- state income taxes. wasteful tax loopholes that Every Californian who
ed for middle-income tax Under the Tax Simplicity siphon their tax dollars in wants to. do something
relief. The California Tax Act, because a couple's to the pockets of wealthy about taxes (besides just
Reform Association first $20,000.00 is tai free, individuals and corpora- paying them) should contact the California Tax
(CTRA) recognizes that their tax bracket would be tions. •
The initiative will dou- Reform Association to
tax' loopholes are an ex- lowered to 3% and they
pensive luxury that our tax would pay only $338.00 in ble the "zero brackets" so • volunteer their time to help
that a single person's first pass the Tax Simplicity
system cannot afford. But it state income taxes.
Under the Tax Simplici- $10,000.00 of income is Act at 1228'/2 H Street,
doesn't have to be that
ty Act, a single renter with tax free and a couple's first Sacramento, CA, 916-446. way!
0145, or call CTRA in San
CTRA is sponsoring a no children earning a $20,000.00 is tax free.
Virtually every tax Francisco at 415-863-1230
tax reform initiative, the $9,400.00 salary (median
Tax Simplicity Act, which salary for a single renter) deduction, credit and ex- or Los Angeles at 213-483'
would give 7.2 million plus $100.00 of savings in- emption is eliminated with 8065.
the exception of deducCalifornia income tax- terest would realize
payers (92%) a tax cut 100% reduction in their t i o n s for alimony
averaging $329.00 by state income tax. Under payments, charitable coneliminating tax .loopholes current law, that person tributions, return of
and would replace the would be in the 4% income capital, business expenses,
state's complex tax forms tax bracket and pay $90.00 and deferred compensa- In October of 1978, the
with a simple, one page in taxes. The Tax Simplici- tion. Additionally, the Act POA was able to . offer
ty Act exempts the first eliminates over $200 Home Fire Alarms to the
form.
A married couple with $10,000.00 of a single million worth of corporate members at a greatly
one child, a home valued person's income from tax- tax loopholes and in- reduced price We sold
at $75,000.00 and a ation, so he or she would creases the Bank & Cor- about 800 of them, all of
poration Tax from 9.6% to which were battery
$26,500.00 salary (median ..pay no state income tax.
Circulation
of
petitions
12%,
in order to more fair- operated.
for married homeowner)
plus $400.00 of savings in- to qualify the initiative for ly distribute the tax We have contacted the
terest and $100.00 of stock the November, 1980 ballot burden between corporate WRESCO Company at
dividends would realize a will begin January 1. Bet- and individual taxpayers. 1116 Folsom Street, San
This will raise from cor- Francisco, to supply new
61% tax reduction under ween that date and April
the Tax Simplicity Act. 15 (Tax Day) the porations $950 million of batteries to those members
41,.,.
'A._L..
1
LU 1'T UULLULA
UL pope, L...._1
WIIEJ WISU LU aLES))
UJ...,.1
UU
tax relief windfall which buy a replacement battery.
they received due to Pro- The battery you should
position 13. The Tax buy is a Mallory 12.6 volt,
THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING
Simplicity Act will also #304116. The price is
reverse the trend of the last about $5 plus tax.
3 CONVENIENT, LOCATIONS
20 years in which the • Again, WRESCO is
SAME DAY SHIRT SERVICE
business share of state and located at 1116.. Folsom OPEN 6 DAYS - 7:30 TO 6:30
iloàal
taxes has dropped near 7th Street.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
725 PORTOLA DR.
664-2601

FIRE ALARM
BATTERIES

One Hour
MARTINIZING"

DRIVE IN COLUMBUS& LOMBARD
928-0219 CALIFORNIA & HYDE

771-5221

I'A1I4 :(.IVI..YA 4'11 4 I1 *('(UI.1k'A4W

ANIANA
LITTONcowDINNER
IN ~E$
G.E.

-

WE SUPPORT S.F. P.O.A.

-

SHOE REPAIR

V PEER ADVANCED COOKING CLASS
s..alP
" EXCHANGE PRIVILEGES . 60 DAYS . NO CHARGE
TOSHIBA
PANASONIC V MICROWAVE COOK BOOKS A ACCESSORIES
V
TAPPAN IN-HOME
SERVICE ON All MARE'
EOPIE
V COMPETITIVE PRICES
• MAGIC HIf V
OKUFI 4 Mliii?? OPEN? DAYS

'zedud#t'4 1221-08881
'MICROWAVE OVENS

REPARACION DE CALZADO

WG&
AUTO RECONSTRUCTION

2088 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA

1

San Francisco
5509 Geary Blvd.

I

•

1

221-0888

.

San Rafael
274 Northgate One
479-9080

Salomon y Ana Martinez

• Foreign and Domestic Cars
• Do All Insurance Work

923 Valencia St..
San Francisco,Ca. 94110

Tues. & Thurs. are lOC beer nites
(4p.m. - 12p.m.)

THE FRONT ROOM
1385-9th Ave.
* * * San Francisco * * *
665-2900
Call Ahead for Orders To Go

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ALL OFFICERS
aDEPT. MEMBERS
TUNE-UPS/BRAKES/TRANSMISSIONS
.Post a

Franklin. Chevron Service

1300 Franklin
San Francisco, CA 94109
885-9574
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICING!.
GET YOUR FALL & WINTER SERVICING NOW!
Ii

I/tLJkI'

S.F. POLICE OFFICERS ASSN. — 9218
Psce1715 64th Street
Emeryville. California
• (415) 652-8000

NEW CAR SALES
& LEASING
The next time you are in need of another car, no
matter what the model—Cadillac. Oldsmobile, etc. the place most people enjoy doing busines with is
P.S.C. New Cars Sales & Leasing located at 1715 64th
Street in Emeryville. Phone 652-8000 for information
regarding car sales & leasing.
P.S.C. New Car Sales & Leasing have earned an
outstanding reputation. You'll find that along with their
friendly service and low rates, the car leased will be in
the finest condition and sparkling clean to give you the
most in driving enjoyment.
P.S.C. offers auto & truck leaing of all makes and
all models. Rates are available up to 5 year leases. Call
Today. You'll be glad you did! 653-8000
THE NEXT TIME YOU
• ARE IN NEED OF
ANOTHER CAR, NO MATTER
WHAT THE MODEL—
PURCHASIG SERVICE OF CALIFORNIA,
Endorsed by the California Credit Union League

I

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER FIND
OUT -ABOUT A WORN :TIRE
Ji BEFORE • IT BECOMES A
PROBLEM?

TIRE SYSTEMS INC. offers Group Discount purchasing
privileges on tIres, batteries shock absorbers and other related products. At
each location you will also find a professionally staffed service center offering
quick service on lire alignment, front end and brake work at very competitive
prices.
BEFORE that worn tire becomes a
problem, and certainly before your
next trip, come in and let our
trained professionals perform a:
• FREE Tire-Suspension Safety
check. This service is provided
• free to members.

.

. ..

.

TIRELocated in San Francisco at
185 Bayshore Boulevard.
SYSTEMS
(
J
For pricing please call 647-5188.
INC.
A16 Locations In:

Pleasant Hill
Mountain Vit'w
• Sacramento
San Leandro
. Seattle
San Jose
• • Fresno
Emeryville
A.

• . .,..Present this ad to -make purcbase
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INCOME-TAX DEDUCTION
SFPOA DUES FOR 1979 WERE $216.80.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, December 18, 1979.
Opened with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Roll Call: Nineteen (19) present and two (2) excused
(Carlson and Huegle).
Special address by Brother Bill Kidd who is running
for re-election for the Retirement Board. Voting will
take place during the first two weeks of February 1980.
Vote #1 - M/Dempsey S/Gannon to endorse
Brother Bill Kidd for the Retirement Board and spend
a miiiimum of $100.00 for the campaign. Motion passed 19 -0, not voting Carlson and Huegle.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT: Six day work week proposal
of Chief Gain discussed. Since Chief Gain's proposal
has no documented evidence of how the crime statistics
reflect the present allocation of E.W.W., all directors
were requested to gather all information on use of
E.W.W.at their units or bureaus and the crime
statistics relative to this matte?.
Brother Hebel is drafting legislation to prevent a
salary cut should the present salary standardization
charter change.
VICE PRESIDENT'S REPORT: Minor case representations before the Commission are now being handled
by the Screening Committee.
Our eleven delegates have now been sworn in at the
San Francisco Labor Council and certified.
• Arlo Smith, the new District Attorney, has met with
Brothers Barry and Chignell to discuss our relationship
with his office.
SECRETARY'S REPORT: Request for volunteers to
work the Cerebral Palsy Telethon on January 12th
and 13th. Presented to the Board. Minutes presented.
Vote #2 - M/Wright S/Arniot to approve the
minutes as printed in the November issue of the
newspaper - Passed by voice vote.
TREASURER'S REPORT: Treasurer's report
presented.
Vote #3 - M/Barry S/Minkel to approve report as,
printed in the November issue of the newspaper -,Passed by voice vote.
-

GENERAL
MEMBERSHIP
MEETING,
December 18,. 1979
Opened with the Pledge of Allegiance.
Quorum present thirty (30).
Special Order: Nominations for Board of Directors.
Co A
Bob Geary
Ben McAlister
Louette Colombano
Co.B
Joe Toomey
Co. C
Gerald Schmidt
Co.D
Michael Dempsey
Co. E
Layne Amiot
Ed Garcia
Co. F
Mike Gannon
Co.G
William Simms
Co.H
John Minkel
Co. I
Stan Hammell

Co.K
(2 positions)
Jerry Doherty
Gale Wright

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Grievance Committee: By Brother Chignell. Presently nine active grievances - all are written up and in the
file.
Federal Litigation: By Brother Ballentine. Two year
proposal by Auditor/Monitor discussed. The proposal
is on file at theP.O.A. office.
Vote #4 - M/Chignell 5/Hebel to mandate the
Federal Litigation Committee to negotiate the earliest
dates for the upcoming Captains and Lieutenants exam
consistent with the decree. Motion passed 18 yes
and 0 no.
Vote-#5 - M/Geary S/Gannon to amend motion to
include Sergeants and Assistant Inspectors - Amendment passed 17 .yes and 1 no, Chignell.
Welfare Committee: By Brother Hebel. Written
report distributed to the Board for posting on bulletin
boards.
Community Services Proposed Committee: Presented
by President Barry. Committee consists of Ray Canepa,
Layne Amiot, Bob Huegle, Willie Frazier, Gàle
Wright, Mary Petrie, Dale Allen, Stan Hammell,1
Henry Friedlander, and Michael Mahoney.
Vote#6 - -M/Hebel S/Patterson to approve Committee - Passed by voice vote.
Publication Committee: By Brother Wright. Our new
solicitor isdoing very well and has realize $500.00 for us
since late September.
I.U.P.A. Committee: By Brother Patterson. Puerto
Rico with 7,400 members has joined the organization.
Brother Patterson will be attending the I. U. P.A.
meeting in Florida during February.
Dick George Productions contrct for shows at the
Masonic Auditorium presented by President Barry.
Vote #7 - MI Wright S/Bell to approve the contract
in concept upon approval of language by Attorney
Hebel. Motion passed 16 yes and 2 abstain, Gannon
and Schlink.NEW BUSINESS: Vote #&.- M/Wright

Liii

REAL

West & r'raszker ESTATE

I 1812 Noriega St., San Francisco, 94122
(NR. CREDIT UNION)

A BRIGHTER FUTURE?
FORMULA - .Moving the largest object With the least effort. LEVERAGE!

LETTERS
__I__

-

- - -----

POA's

The evening could not
have
been more peifect,
First Office Mgr.
and you can be sure the
watch presented to me by
Dear Bob and Members of you, Bob, on behalf of the
the Board of Direclors:
P.O.A., will be cherished
for many years to come.'
- This is a very difficult Many thanks for what I
letter for .
me to write, consider one of the
Words are not coming too highlights of my chosen
easily. I can say, without profession.
fear of contradiction, that
during my professional If I can be of assistance,
carrier, this was a first for in any way, in the future,
me; that is, a Dinner Party please feel free to call on
in my honor.
me.
I have considered the My wish to all of you
members and non- and yours is a happy,
members of the Police Of- healthy, prosperous and
ficers' Association, as well productive holiday season
as the office staff, as part in 1979 and for many years
of my very own family, and to come.
it was a happy occasion to
Ethel
see part of that family in
attendance.

-

WATCH YOUR TOTAL INVESTMENT GROW,

INVESTMENT COUNSELING STEPHEN MAXOUTOPOULIS
RETIRED SFPD OFFICER
661-5300

Supervisor Dolson

San Francisco

Dear Bob:

Designed with ... built-in heel,.
double-stitched top, reinforced
sole. Equipped . . . sand cast
plates, semi-precision or full bearings in high bond urethane wheels
for both street or rink use. Available in . . . leather, canvas or
nylon. Colors ... blue or tan.
Sizes . . . 3-12, womens, mens,.
boys. Dealers and distributors
inquiries invited.

CSTF/SCU
Tim Hettrich
Reno Rapagnani
Headquarters
(2 positions)
Ted Schlink III
Jack Ballentine
Mike Hebel
Inspectors
(2 positions)
Mike Pera
Alex Fagan
Bob Huegle

Please extend to all of
your colleagues my most
profound and sincere
thanks for your support.
Your kind words, willingness to understand, to
supply good counsel, and
your friendly criticism
have been invaluable in my
attempts to help serve the
City we all love Most gratefully,
Lee S. Dolson

-

MI Wright S/Wode to close nominations. Passed by

-

-

Pier 39, C-2
San Francisco 94133
- - - 421-9511
ll West 4lstAve.
- San Mateo, CA 94403
349-2473
349-2575
-

-

-

Write or Call

-

-

Retired
Tony Bell

voice vote.
-Only contested races will be voted on.
7:45 p.m. Quorum lost. Meeting adjourned.
Submitted,
Croce A. Casciato
- Secretary

S/Patterson to earmark the Dick George monies as
follows: 20% to amortize the building's mortgage and
80% to the legislative funds - tabled.
Vote #9 - Amendment/Geary S/Dempsey to
remove the 80% clause and retain the 20% clause tabled.
Vote #10 - Motion to table votes #8 and #9 - Schink
and Gannon - passed 17 yes.
Vote #11 - M/Hebel S/Schlink to contact the
Department of Justice to find out whether the P.O.A.
can become a certified teaching institution under the
Administrative Code and if qualified, to make application and concurrently to present a contract to the
P.O.A. - Motion passed 14 yes and 2 no and 2 abstain.
Adjournment.
Submitted,
Croce A. Casciato
Secretary

-I

GERBER 'S
UNIFORMSand

'S

HERB'S - -;

Your Partners In
-Uniform Outfitting.

r
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SPORTS
S. F.
PIONEERS

BASKETBALL NEWS

On Monday, December 10, 1979 the San Francisco
Police Golf Club concluded its 1979 schedule by
The Golden Gate Coun- Camp Fire was the first journeying to Sunnyvale Muni.
dl of Camp Fire Inc. cor- organization to provide • The scores were indicative of how difficult the course
dially invites children and recreational, educational, was to play. Pat Paxson, a Hall of Justice Station Ofinterested adults to meet and camping opportunities ficer who is usually found guarding the rear door
the San Francisco Pioneers to girls ages 6 to 18 (we're leading to the parking lot, shot a fine seventy-two for
on Saturday, February 9th open to boys too). Camp the low score of the day.
at the Camp F ire Fire Girls was founded in
Low net winner was Bill O'Connor who shot seventy.
Clubhouse at 325 Arguello 1910 and we've been going
Blvd. San Francisco from strong for seventy years seven and with his seventeen handicap had a net sixty.
Low gross winner was Grant Fahs with a seventy-four.
11:30 to 12:30 p.m. The now.
Pioneers will be
We welcome all who
We had fourteen out of sixty-five players shoot in th
demonstrating some of wish to see the Pioneers in
seventies. Harvey Harrison had his first ever 'EAGLE'
• their winning techniques.
action and learn more three on the par five tenth hole.
The San Francisco about Camp Fire's winnThe flight winners were: First, Joe Buckley, Vic
Pioneer Basketball Team ing program to attend this
Macia
and George Email; Second, Harvey Harrison
is Northern California's open house. For more inVirgil
Vandevort
and Tom Duncan; Third, Al Sonoda
first women's professional formation, contact Kathy
Wally
Jackson
and
Al Ceechi; Fourth, Joe Allegro Sr.
team. Like the Pioneers, at 752-2600.
Charlie Barca and Bob Guenley.

•

EAGLE SECURITY SERVICE

The guest flight was won by Joe Ancona with Pat
Paxson second and Joe DiMaggio coming in third.

357 Kearny
1617 Taraval
956-6072
731-0660
11 Lakeshore Plaza
566-4025

• This tournament not only concluded 1979 but als
completed our sixth year as a group. We have over one
hundred and thirty members and average about sixt3
players at each of our monthly events.

Allen Diagnostic System Ill
Wheel alignment - balancing - tune-ups Brakes - air conditioning - tires shocks - mufflers
Complete Auto Service/Official Smog Station
2895 San Bruno Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94134

468-9828

FAMILY DISCOUNT
IMPORT - WHOLESALE

The club is open to all active and retired San Frandisco Police Officers. We play once a month on different Bay Area golf courses, and the dues are only
$5.00 per calendar year. The tournament fees are
whatever the green fees are, plus from one to . three
dollars for the prize fund. The 1980 schedule is nearly
complete. This year we are playing such courses as San
Jose Muni, Walnut Creek, Peacock Gap, Richmond
C. C., Skywest, Franklin Canyon, Willow Park, Bennett
Valley, Sunnyvale, Santa Rosa C.C., and Diablo
Creek, not necessarily in that order. We are also playing Sonoma and plan to make that a family picnic
outing.
Anyone interested call either myself as below or Lt.
Vie Macia at the Field Training Office (1578), and we
will be glad to answer any further questions you might
have. If you want to join, send a $5 check made out to
S.F. Police Golf Club to me and I will send you a copy
of this years schedule and instructions.
• Jerry Cassidy
Co. K E&I Solo M/C
553-1245 or
•
237 San Mann Dr.
Novato 94947(897-0226)

Footwear - Clothing -Gifts

2768 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

285-1392
C.K. LAIN

I
HALSTED & COMPANY

I
•

LEE & PENG INTERNATIONAL

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
1123 Sutter, 673-3000

WORLD IMPORTS & GIFTS
2689 MISSION ST.
PHONE
0 SAN
FRANCISCO, CA. 94110 826-6366

POLICE SCANNERS

e
agnACM&

R120=0

40i

FOUR-SIX

DOOLEY MOVERS
USED FURNITURE& APPLIANCES
)

1055 VALENCIA ST.

647-3447

SPECIAL SERVICE TO OUR
MISSION DISTRICT CUSTOMERS
_ww

When All Stars and MVP's are chosen, there is no
doubt that scoring is a major factc. If given the ball,
many players can toss in 20 a game. However, this column is devoted to the defensive players who have been
aggressive and played hard nosed ball consistently
game after game.
Recognition should be given to those who have
played 110% all reason. Here is the players whom this
writer feels should be noted as exceptional defensive
athletes during the '79-'80 season. Jack Minkel
(Ingelside), Jim Drago (Northern), Phil Dito, Joe Dutto (Vice/Narcotics), Mike Lawson, Bob Del Torre, Bob
Putts (CSTF/Southern), Mike Peterson (CHP), Bob
Barnes, Joe Curtin (Park), Jim Deignan (Central), and
Corrado Petrazella (Richmond).
League Standings
as of January 1, 1980
* playoff berth

The hole-in-one winners were: Vie Macia on th
fourth hole with a shot 3'51/2" and Joe DiMaggio on th
seventh with a shot 5'5" from the hole.

Complete Locksmithing Service

BOB'S UNION 76 SERVICE

by Tom Del Torre
Personnel & Training

20 Channels
Aircraft & Police
Programmable

6 Channels
Portable
- VHF
and UHFIT
I

List Pr: $399.95
•

Police Special: $279.95

SCANNERS UNLIMITED
1326 El Camino Real Belmont • 573-1624

9-0
8-2
7-2
6-5
54
74
47
4-7
2-7
0-9

The playoffs will be held at Kezar Pavillion January
15, 16 and 17th. The Championship Game is January
23rd at 10:30 a.m. Tickets are still available for the
playoff sand will be sold at the door.

"BAY BRIDGE
BOWL" DATE
SET
by Don Carlson

A tackle football game between the SFPD and
Oakland PD will be held at Kezar Stadium on Saturday, March 22, to benefit the Special Olympics program here in the city.
That's right - TACKLE, not flag or touch! The
SFPD effort will be underwritten by the S.F. Police
Athletic Club under the direction of Joe Mollo. Aided
by DirkBeijen and Dale Boyd, Mollo is hoping to sign
up at least 40 players to begin practice soon.
"Oakland is serious about this, so we need to get going," said Mollo. As of January 3, approximately half
the number of needed bodies had expressed interest in
the event.
Coaches and equipment still have to be added to the
SFPD effort, and Mollo wouldn't promise national TV
exposure, but other similar games have been very successful in other areas. This may be your final chance to
hold up your index finger in a "Number One" sign and
say "Hi, Mom" from the sidelines! Isn't that how
Hollywood Henderson got started?
If you are interested, phone Mollo, Beigen or Boyd at
the Academy at 641-8827. Rumor has it that a committee has been formed to figure.a way to get The Juice into
the next recruit class.
--- --- --_.___I_,___t
•_I_- ___ _

EUGENE ORLOFF a SONS
AUTO BODY RECONSTRUCTION
QUALITY WORK SINCE 1945 •
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
•
INFRA - RED BAKED ENAMEL LUCITE - DULUX -CENTARI IMRON
INIO7SMcALLISTER
SAN FRANCISCO
•
•IN38SAN
GARYRAFAEL
PLACE ICIIDAAIf'C'
NEAR
PETRINI MARKET
453-8838 WORK WELCOME, 5678144 -•

•

List Pr: $169.95

Police Special: $129.95

• CSTF/Southern
• Vice/Narcotics
• Central
• Airport
• Park Police
• Ingleside
• Park
Richmond
Inspectors
Northern
Sheriffs
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RUNNING THROUGH
MYMIND
by Walt Garry
HONOLULU, HAWAII
Sunday, Decedmber 9, 1979
It was 5:00 a.m., the rain has stopped and the
temperature was in the seventies as groups of runners
left their Waikiki hotels and moved towards the Aloha
Tower on the waterfront, traditional starting point for
the Honolulu Marathon. We were directed into a giant
warehouse facility for pre-race, number verticiation,
from there ushered to a second and larger building. At
this point the SFPD . team shook hands, wished each
other luck and separated, moving to areas where we
were seeded by our predicted finishing times.
Here, we continued meeting friends , from the
mainland, (over 400 Californians were entered). 5:30
a.m., half an hour to starting time. An official began to
'move us out of our staging area and on to the street, the
slowest runners in the rear and the invited world class
marathoners in the first rows.
The humidity was starting to climb and the adrenalin
began to flow..A young Japanese runner next to me had
his fingers stuck in his ears, I couldn't figure it.
Spotlights lit up this otherwise deserted part of town. A
block and a half and about 4,000 runners ahead of me,
an official located high up in a cherry picker, raised his
arm., and then it happened. A cannon went off and the
sky became alive with fireworks. Now I understood the
actions of my Japanese friend. He'd been here before.
It's a strange feeling racing in the dark and not feeling cold. The first miles were fun and went by quickly.
Out Ala Moana and on to Kalakua and along hotel
row, just in time to see the last of the hookers and
pedicabs leave the street. Swinging out behind
Kapiolani Park and the first water stop. . We realized
that our real competition would be the temperature and
humidity. We had been advised to drink 10 to 15
ouncesof liquid at each of the 15 aid stations. It started
to turn light as we ran below Diamond Head and headed out Kahala Ave. to the Kalanianaole (H-i) Highway..
People were coming out of their homes, sitting in front
with their morning coffee, offering encouragement and
refreshments, while kids on dirt bikes kept pace with
some runner.
Near the halfway mark at Hawaii Kai, it was still
overcast, but the first signs of heat stress started to appear. The wall coming up early at this race. We retraced our route along Highway 1.The aid stations were
competing for a prize for the most effective as voted by
the runners. They attempted to out do each other for
our support, by providing everything from hulu dancers
to water soaked sponges. These volunteers made this
event unique among marathons. Heading back towards
Diamond Head the crowds grew larger and as always,
lending us applause and encouragement from every
driveway.
There was evidence of heat injury among the runners, many had stopped or were walking, a couple were
down with I.V. bottles suspended over them. You knew
Kapiolani Park and the finish line couldn't be far now.
It was downhill the rest of the way. The people were five
deep as we crossed the line and were half carried
through the chute by some more of those great
volunteers, who wouldn't let you go until they were sure
you could stand on your own and not fall over.
This part of the race was an organized mad house,
showers, leis and kisses, Shiatsu massage, if you
wanted to wait, television -coverage of your finish on a
45 minute delay and most important, the T-shirt. This
is the item your average back of the pack runner
treasures for the most from any race.

TRANSPORTATION

CREW

0

by Mark Hurley
Preparations are already going on for the 1980 Police
Olympics. If you are interested in rowing, you should
submit your name, work schedule and as signment in
writing to Mickey Griffin at the Academy. He will be
preparing contacts and training schedules.
Womens Crew has been sanctioned for 1980 and Dolly Casazza, Co. G, will be assisting Mickey in forming
crews for the 3 womens events.
Below is a training schedule that rowers should begin
doing now in order to be in shape when we go on the
water in May

POLICE OLYMPICS
ound charter buses are available at the following
S.F. to San Diego:
39 passenger, rd. trip $599.76 or $41.01 per person
43 passenger, rd. trip $1,724.00 or $40.09 per person
Call 495-1234 for more information.
Order at least a month before.

R OWING *

Olympics will be held July 16th through 20th.
1 mm. rest between each set.

1. Bent-over rowing
2. Upright rowing
3. Curls
4. Military Press
(Standing or seated
5. Squats
6. Sit-ups (Bent knee)
7. Run to capacity

3 sets - 20 reps. ea.
3 sets - 15 reps. ea.
2 sets - 15 reps. ea.
2 sets - 15 reps. ea.

HYDE LEATHER &
• BRASS WORKS

Westrn Belt and Buckle Collection
Camera and Luggage Bags
Belts Fitted to Any Size

3 sets 15 reps. ea.
2 'sets - 25 reps. ea.

1714 Union San Francisco 94123 928-0383
"Specializing in Tony Lama Boots"
"All police officers welcome!"

*Start out with light weights. Remember it's the
number of reps that count so instead of increasing
weight, add sets and reps.

S.F.P.D. finishers at Honolulu were Dennis
Gustafson Co. C, 2:39; Mike Mahoney-Co. C, 3:15; Art
Gerrans Vice, 4:04; Dave Seyler Co. G, 4:16; and Walt
Garry YSD, 4:21. To a couple of very gutty young
patrolmen, Tom Taylor Co. I and Jim Tnnasfflo Co.
K (Solos) who completed their first 26 miler in the
islands, congratulations and welcome to the everwidening circle of SFPD officers who have taken on the
challenge of a marathon.

OLYMPIC TROPHY & AWARD CO.

WE SUPPORT THE SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPT.
431-3034
1375 MISSION
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

TICHY

IC VA NESS AVE.

I
What's next for the SFPD runners? New Zealand this
fall. We're working on arrangements now. What to go?
The first annual "Big Cat" run was held the Saturday before Christmas. The course took the runners to
the second highest peak in Mann County and offered a
view that was worth the climb Organized by Marty
Walsh CSTF and Dave Seyler Co. G, the event may be
repeated this spring. Others who ran the hills behind
Marinwood were Jack Rogers Hit and run, Tom Greene
Co. K and Walt Garry Youth Services.

SAN FIACISC4
441-TUBS

GUZZO'S SPAGHETTI HOUSE
Breakfast 6 days a week
Dinner
LunchFri., Sat., Sun.
Tues. thru Fri.
5p.m.to10p.m.
11:00-2:00
.65 - 29th St,
San Francisco, CA 94110
648-9939

The Oakland P.D. Keystone Runners Invitational, is
set, for February 16 in Tilden Park. A three mile team
event and the seven miler that covers a couple of
rightious hills. Our department has always been
represented and always comes away with awards. Contact me for more information.
Jim Bergstrom General Works, ran' a 1:38 half
marathon at the Oakland event on December 2nd. Jim
said, aside from a poor start, the flat course provided a
well run race.

Jeff Brosch Homicide, knocked another 26 miler at
It's true, Hawaii is a long way to go for a Primo and a Livermore on the 9th of December. He reported that it
T-shirt, but for those of us who went, the trip also held was very disorganized, no water for the first ten miles,
some special memories. A tour of the U.S.S. Arizona the last one hundred yards were over a chewed up footon December 7th and a visit with the memorial's ball field and no refreshments at the finish. The
historian, drihking beer with New Zealanders, snorkel- organizers claimed they didn't have enough volunteers.
ing at Hanauma Bay, the salad bar at Bobby McGee's Same reason, I'm told, that this years Christmas relays
and omelets at Hamburger Marys. Just to mention , a were not held. Everyone wants to play - no one wants
to work.
few.

Why Run Around?
We have the best
,Ain

A

-

..s$MlcOKr'

j
co'

1307 9th Ave (at Irving)
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LASSI:FIED
ANTIQUES 'n SUCH

FRED'S BODY SHOP

Gifts • Antiques • Used Furniture

"Best Work in Town - Fairest Prices"

758 Valencia nr. 19th
San Francisco, CA 94110

864-0669

1225 Mission St.
near Eighth Street
San Francisco 94102

531-7052

Sia's Super Shell

J. M. LANG

Fred Pineda • General Manager

Antiques y Objeëls of ArL,
361 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California 94 1o8
Telephone 982-2213

b

Clothing

Automotive Service

Antiques'

285-2882
Specializing in
Tune Up & Brake Serv.793 So. Van Ness Ave.
Corner 19th Street
on All Cars & Trucks
Tires/Batteries/Accessories
San Francisco 94110

VITTORIO'S

MAMMY PLEASANTS PARLOR OF ANTIQUES

1039 Irving St.
Between 11th & 12th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
665-9527

Domestic, Datsun and Toyota,
Air Condition Service on all makes

681-0818

1349 - 9th Avenue

- Zcc't

San Francisco, CA 94122

ROY'S ANTIQUES
CLOCKS - LAMPS - CHINA - FURNITURE
WE BUY OLD THINGS

PHONE 564-8994

2145 TARAVAL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

4318545 Auto U Painting
55 Duboce Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94103

and Body Repair

STONE'S VACUUM & APPLIANCE SERVICE
2469 San Bruno Ave.
All Makes Washers .Dryers
San Francisco, CA 94134 • Stoves • Dishwashers
Ask For Bob Stone
468-4510
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ALL OFFICERS& DEPT. MEMBERS

Art

T.Z.SHIOTA
Oriental Objects of Art
3131 Fillmore St.
San Francisco, CA 94123

929-7979

LESSER'S

664-9767

•
House of Bagels
MAIN STORE
5030SAN
GEARY
BLVD.
2427FRANCISCO
NORIEGA STREET
FRANCISCO
SAN
CA
94118
CA
94122
(415) 752-6000(415)
661-2865
Sunset Pastry Shop
Specialize in German Rye Bread
772 Irving St., San Francisco, CA 94133
We support the SFPOA
Books
AMRON'S PSYCHIC WORLD
METAPHYSICAL BOOKS . READINGS

GLASS, MIRRORS, FRAMES, ART MATERIALS

10% OFF WITH THIS AD
2812 Mission
Corner 24th St., San Francisco, CA 94110
282-5712

1663
STREET
SAN UNION
FRANCISCO.
CA 94123

Auto Sales

-

(415) 567-1723

Cleaners

JAVIER MOTORS
We buy and sell used
cars and trucks

825 Van Ness Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94109

771-2332

4- 1 Seevice eentec
CLEANERS
*ALTERATION
REPAIRING. DRESSMAKING
VACUUMS, APPLIANCES
& TV
2241
ST. CA
(33 94116
AVE.)
BUS. (415)
(415) 536.5081
6642241
SANTARAVAL
FRANCISCO,
RES.

A utomo five Service
BENNETT AUTOMOTIVE

t.

Foreign and Domestic Cars
411 Valencia
San Francisco, CA 94103

863-1769

M. V. M. AUTO BODY SHOP

--

"PERSEPOLIS"
- Specializing in Individual Design for Men and Women
Discounts 10% to 75°i'
2417 Chestnut Street

Specialists in VW and European Cars * All Work Guaranteed *
780 Valencia St.
626-2622
San Francisco, CA 94110

AVENUE FRENCH CLEANERS
- & TAILORS
Quality and Service
Laundry Alterations Dyeing
3544 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94134

Bus. 929-1410
Home 334-0814

2267 Mission Street. San Francisco, CA 94110 282-5613
Mon. thru Thurs. 10a.m to 6p.m. Fri. & Sat. 10a.m. to 7:30 p.rn'.

Bakeries

Appliance Service

I

ALTERATION DRESSMAKER 3297- 22nd Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
HATS AND HAND BAGS
282-1877

TO DATE STYLES —TODAY!

CHEVRON SERVICE

-

JAZIE fashion design
Tailoring Alterations
1 hours Service on most- Alterations
1952 Union St.
563-9452
San Francisco, CA 94123

M. G. M. Fashions

SOTOMAYOR'S

19th Ave. & Noriega
San Francisco, CA 94122

PHONE
922-4B43

ROSALIT "WE SUPPORT THE SFPOA"

AUTO REPAIR

We support the SFPOA

6a'UZELL r'ijLnaLi
Hand Knit and and
HandRepairs"
Loomed
-"Alternations
3249 SCOTT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF. 94123

- 468-1555

Emerald Cleaners
Tailoring • Alterations
• Laundry Service • Ladies/Mens
1730 NOREIGA ST.
SAN FRANCISCO 94122 PHONE 661-0999

DRESSES
Half Size
junior
ACCESSORIES
SPORTSWEAR
2250 Chestnut Street San Francisco 94123 5674532

ALICE BLUE SHOP Women's Fashions
•
2120 Irving St.
7313878
San Francisco, CA 94122

Floor Coverings Flemming's Floor Covering
CARPET
. LINOLEUM
. TILES
SALES
AND
INSTALLATION
I GUARANTEE ANYTHING I LAY
2333 IRVINGCA
STREET
BUSINESS
SAN- FRANCISCO,
94122
664 .0282
LATCH Tile Ceramic and enttyway tile
- linoleum - vinyl - carpet
Company Asphalt
If it's floor covering - we have it
Monday-Friday, 8-5; Closed Sat. & Sun.
863-6255
393 Valencia St.
863-6256
San Francisco, CA 94103
Food and Drink
4769
MISSION ST.CA. 94112
SAN FRANCISCO.

TELEPHONE
587-2277
Sorrenio De/icaiessen & Jflacaroni
DOMESTIC & IMPORTED DELICACIES
j

LARSINDEL!
Sat. 10:00-6:00, Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-7:00
We support the SFPOA
476 Turk Street
San Francisco, CA

.

771-681

THIRTY-THREE HUNDRED CLUB
3300 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
"WE SUPPORT THE SFPOA"
].

CLASSI, F I E D
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Food & Drink

Hair Styling
LATEST STYLING Be HAIR CUTTING
FOR MEN & WOMEN

ESME'S Dining & Drinking toMusic
10 Mark Lane
Bet. Kearny & Grant off Bush
San Francisco, CA 94108
982-0393

Lunch 11:30 • Dinner 6p.m.

Hair

LIVE JAZZ NIGHTLY

-

ANGEL

Optical

GAMEMASTERS HOBBIES, INC.
11-11 -Fri.
11-7-Thurs. Games • Comics' Books
10-8-Sat.
Fantasy. Miniatures
Closed Sun.
D&D • Science Fiction
Game Nights

2262 Chestnut St.San Francisco,CAS9904

Vie'

PH. 391-7633

• (415) 566-2323
638 IRVING STREET • SAN FRANCISCO

Hobbies

/ COCKTAILS

MARK VOWDISH
"I Support The
San Francisco Police Ass,,."

Loft

We support the SFPOA

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

!

Miscellaneous

MIXED DRINKS
p

James Louie
Michael Mah
Shelton Yee
387-4118

Insurance

1431 STOCKTON ST
SAN FRANCISCO

SPECTACLES OF UNION SQUARE
• Fashion Eye wear • Designer Frames • Contact Lenses.
LAB ON PREMISES FOR FAST SERVICE
781-8556
San Francisco, CA 94108

Pets

DELLARTINO & CO. INS.

LAWTON PET SHOP

2121 Irving St.

Patrick J. Kelly, CIC

TASTER'S

2293 Chestnut Street
San Francisco 94123

• Hot or Cold Subs

191 011;.. .JL,CCL
c,......,

Arrighini Family

- ..,.... n......

• Fish & Chips
• Chicken in the Basket
All items available for take out

Je wiers

1334 Noriega (Bet. 20th & 21st Ave.)
• San Francisco

Jester Saloon

A. Sloustcher, Prop.
Watchmaker& Jeweler
664-7323

Photos

Open Sun. thruThurs. 10a.m. - 12 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 10a.m. - 1 a.m.

c4. YJ. Lanzinj
JEWELRY
EXPERT
WATCHMAKER
436 COLUMBUS
AVE.
GUARANTEED
REPAIRING
SAN
FRANCISCO,
CA.
94133
ENGRAVING
TELEPHONE 421-5982

J P. JONES Submarine Sandwiches
3460 Mission Street at Cortland Ave. • 285-3839

Furniture

BELL'S JEWELERS.
SPECIALTY
. -)
WATCH. CLOCK AND JEWELRY REPAIR
I
DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELRY - GIFTS
PHONE
539 IRVING
661.1080
SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF.STREET
94122

Jack Darragh
S4antsfacLur.at& of 'DinE. 9u'uzjta
FOR LIVING ROOM AND OFFICE
383 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94103

PHONE 621-6074

ANTHONY JEWELERS
Designer of Fine Jewelry
"WE SUPPORT THE POLICE ASSOCIATION"

Hair Styling

TONY GOTERA
Manager

SHEAR MAGIC
beauty salon "For Men and Women"
4615 Geary Blvd. (bet. lOth& 11th Ave.) .
San Francisco, CA 94118

824-1662

2751 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94110

Markets

Doris
387-6363

EXCELSIOR FISH AND POULTRY
4555 MISSION ST.
PHONE 334-6106
LARGE
ASSORTMENT
OF FRESH FISH"
FRESH
KILLED
POULTRY
DELICIOUS HOT BARBECUED CHICKEN

MUMS Let me give you the best haircut
Individual Styling you ever had plus Redken Shampoo
Reg. $9.50- Introductory offer $4.95
907 Clement
San Francisco, CA 94118

221-3475 I

LOUIE'S MARKET
871 Sutter Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
474-8900

EDIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
"COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE"
WIG STYLING
282-9728
3155 Mission Street,.San Francisco 94110

.

11

Call.
8244122

10% Discount For Association Members
824 Taraval St.
San Francisco CA94116
.

3901 Mission Street

San Francisco; CA 94110

(415) 585-7292

ANN'S GROCER Y & LIQUOR
George Koo - Owner
With this coupon 10% off

845 Irving Street
San Francisco, CA 94122

731-8025

366.7171

PHOTO TECH
1108 Market St.
2493 Mission St.
San Francisco, Ca 94110
San Francisco, CA 94102
863-0788
826-7444
• Passport Photos
• Old Pictures Copied
• Portraits. . Weddings
- • Photo Finishing
• Post Photos. ID
• Cameras & Repair

Real Estate
HOMES. FLATS &
INCOME
PROPERTY
NOTARY
PUBLIC
.I
r?1 CHESTNUT REAL ESTATE CO.
2022
CHESTNUT94123
ST.
SAN
FRANCISCO
922-0933
- MARY L. PAIVA
Sales - Tt'acles - Rentals - MIS - Noiar'i
MARX REAL ESTATE
IRVING STREET
SAN 1099
FRANCISCO,
CALIF. 94122
RES. 681-34
9US. 664-6760
.
GEORGE R. LEISHMAN

Insurance

MISSION REALTY CO.
Bus. 863-0180
2195 Mission Street
Res. 351-6056
San Francisco, CA94110

Fresh Produce • Fine Food
Liquor • Beer • Wine

564-5210

CORINNE HAIR STYLIST
Pro fessionàl Beauty Service

JOHN RANTISSI PHOTOGRAPHY
Passport Photos While You Wait

Notary Public

FREE DELIVERY
- - ALPHA MARKET

MARGARET BEAUTY PARLOR

6020 Irving St.
San Francisco, CA 94122
We specialize in Haircutting

FINANCIAL DISTRICT
PINE STREET PHARMACY
21 1 PINECALIFORNIA
STREET 94104
SAN FRANCISCO,
(415) 433-1016

)

Fine Jewelry and Service
1948 Irving Street
& 21st Ave.
S.F. CA 94122

(415)731-7236

The Original

Pharmacy

Ronley's Jewelers

Richard & Nenita Estrella

3357 Mission St.
San Francisco

San Francisco, CA 94122
564-3650
10% off on all pet supplies excl. dog food

Off. 931-7058
Res. 342-3786

- nut rita

San Francisco, CA 94102
543-9637

177 Maiden Lane
10% off with this Coupon

7-Shirts

- CUSTOM T-SHIRTS
We print letters & numbers

Clement near 4th
San Francisco
387-5383
TE1 LEVE
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CLASSIFIED
- Restaurants & Cafes

HARASSMENT
by Stephen Warren Solomon
Charles G. Ogulnik
Reprinted Willow Creek Kourier

WE CATER TO BANQUETS AND PARTIES

'uviada lafE

Rita 's Place

ITALIAN DINNERS . COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Restiurant
Homemade gourmet Russian cuisine

4753 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF. 94112

PHONE
586-1515

Fresh piroshki & borsht every day
Your favorite American foods too!
- Open for lunch & dinner

2619 Mission St. (2nd door fr. BayvieW Fed. Bldg.) 821-1133

THE TROJAN BAR & GRILL
Open 11-3 Lunch • 5-10 Dinner
Specializing in Filipino Seafood

EPIGUREAN'S BAZAAR

685 Sutter St.
San Francisco

INTERNATIONAL & FANCY FOODS
SPECIALIZE CATERING
2156 CHESTNUT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123

921-95561

Le Castel
In a Quaint Townhouse Setting
In the Heart of Pacific Heights
3235 Sacrament, San Francisco
valet Parking
921-7115

Dancing Nightly

474.5193

Scout Troop
HELP A BOY GO TO CAMP
TROOP 85
ckr
Serving
the
Parkside District
qN
Since 1925
Collecting newspapers & aluminum cans, TV trays, etc.
Call 564-6859 evenings or 731-2328 days.

Shoes

FRANK'S SHOE SERVICE
1•

Joji's House of Teriyaki

January 1980

Repairs While U Wait
Specialists in Restyling & Orthopedic Work
Cleaning & Dying
FRANK DESTITO Marina District
TEL. 931-5100
SAN FRANCISCO
2412 CHESTNUT ST.

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
1919 Union Street
San Francisco, CA 94123

-

The concept of pursuing a claim against an employer
has been with us since the early days of this century. It
is now the law that an employee, injured in the "course
and scope of his employment", must proceed against
his employer in the Workers Compensation court of
this State, in an effort to seek compensation for his injuries.
The question often arises, however, when can an
employee sue his employer civilly and not be restricted
to a recovery in the compensation courts? Two California Labor Code sections are instrumental in our search.
The first section, Labor Code, Section 3600, provides in
pertinent part that, where certain " conditions of corn- pensation" occur, an employee is liable for Workers
Compensation for any injury sustained by an employee
arising out of and in the course of the employment, and
that this liability is "in lieu of any other liability whatsoever to any person **". Labor Code, Section 3600,
provides that the right to recover Workers Compensation benefits is "the exclusive remedy for injury or
death of an employee against the employer or against
any employee of the employer acting within the scope of
his employment **".
The question then becomes: Is the employee exelusively limited to pursuing his claim against the
employer in a Workers Conipansation court? The
answer is "no", with reservations.
The case of Conway v. Globin, 105 Cal. App. 2d 495,
dealt with an employee who sued his employer for intentional physical assaults by the employer. The Court
concluded that an employee, who is intentionally
assaulted by an employer, could maintain a civil action
for damages, because such an intentional assault was
not a "risk or condition instant to employment". To
.
hold otherwise, the Court observed,

-

allieln brOL
d SHOE SERVICE

JIN-GO-GAE RESTAURANT
130 NorieQa St.
San Francisco

427 COLUMBUS AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133

982-2897

66548548
SHOES
e

DRAGON INN RESTAURANT
I 475 Sutter St., San Francisco

CHINESE CUISINE

1319 . 9th AVE. (Nr. Irving)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA94122

362-2148

(415) 665-3013
ARTES DEMEXICO
CANADA SHOES

ALLEY'S BAR-B-QUE
Fora Taste Worth Praise
Featuring • Bar-B-Qued Ribs, Links,
Choice Beef and Chicken
Also a Fine Selection of Pies

Manufacturers of Boots and Shoes
Custom Made Skilled Workmanship
2441 Mission St.
285-0106
San Francisco, CA 94110

585-6568

1516 Ocean Ave. San Francisco

Tax Consultant

EDUARDO'S
"Your Family Restaurant"
3221 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA94IIO

TELEPHONE
(415) 282-8611

AUSTIN F. VENTRES. P.A., E.A.

TAX CONSULTANT
1322 NORIEGA STREET
(415) 566-5212 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122

------------ATTENTION!.
ALL YOU BEAUTIFUL
S.F. POLICEMAN READERS
Will you do ós a favor?
When you patronize any
display advertis'er MENTION
THAT YOU SAW THEIR AD IN THE
S.F. POLICEMAN
—WE WOULDAPPRECIATE IT!

** would be not only to sanction indirectly conduct of
the employer which is both tortious and criminal but
also would be to permit the employer to use the
Workmens' Compensation Act to shield him from his-------------------larger civil liability, which liability would exist independently of the common-law defenses to personal
injury actions by employees which prevailed prior to the
advent of the Workers Compensation Act".
Where there was a physical assault as in Conway, the
law is clear that the employee could proceed civilly
against the employer.
The case of Renteria v. County of Orange, 82
Cal.App.3d 833, dealt with the case of an employee
who was not physically assaulted by an employer, but
instead, was subjected to what can best be termed emotional stress by the actions of his fellow employees and
his employer. The plaintiff, Edward Renteria, was
employed as an investigator for the Orange County
Department of Social Services. He alleged that his
fellow employees treated him in a rude and degrading
manner, placed him under surveillance, subjected him
to lengthy interrogatories, and discriminated against
him because of his Mexican-American descent. The
Tenteria case goes further than the Conway case
because, in Renteria, there was no physical assault or
battery on the employee. The wrongful act was that of
infliction of emotional distress. The Court, noting
plaintiff apparently suffered damages which would be
recoverable in a civil action, but were not compensable
in the Workers Compensation proceeding (no disability
to the employee), held an employee's cause of action
for intentional infliction of emotional distress constitutes an implied exception to the exclusive remedy
provisions of Labor Code, Section 3600. The Court, in
Renteria, recognized that the employee would not be
adequately compensated in the civil courts and stated,
"It is much more difficult, to believe that the legislature intended the employee to surrender all rights
any form of compensation for mental suffering caused
by extreme and outragesous misconduct by an
employer. It would indeed be ironic if the Workers
Compensation Act, created to benefit employees, were
to be interpreted to shield the employer from all liability for such conduct." (P. 841.)
Conclusion
The above-cited causes demonstrate that the civil
courts of the State of California are more receptive toentertaining cases brought by an employee against an
employer for intentional wrongdoing. Further, the
courts of this State will no longer allow an employer to
hide behind the shield of the Workers Compensation,
Board and thereby limit the recovery of the employee. - -

- --
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Pension Benefit "Buy Out" continued

who entered after November of 1976, requires the City
to contribute just under $.60 for each dollar of wages
earned by the police officer and firefighter. It is apparent that this third benefit tier will require contributions of substantially less than $.50 into the retirement
system for each dollar of wage earned by future police
officers and firefighters.
In fiscal year 1979-80, the city and county contributed approximately $118 million dollars into the
retirement system for police, fire and miscellaneous
employees. It is projected that in fiscal year 1980-81 the
City will contribute nearly $128 million dollars for
retirement benefits for these three employee groups. By
fiscal year 1982-83, the City will be contributing nearly
$150 million for retirement benefits for these City
employees.
When these figures are set next to the projected $117
million deficit for fiscal year 1980-81, City oificials have
been posing the scary picture of a real possibilty of
bankruptcy unless there are alterations in the retirement and pension plan for City employees.
City Controller John Farrell has been quoted recently
as stating that the only way of avoiding massive layoffs
of more than 1,000 City employees is to raise property
taxeis to pay for spiraling retirement costs. Mayor
Feinstein has declared that the cost of the retirement
system is unacceptable and has called for a thorough
review to find ways to reduced the burden it puts upon
the City.
The tenor of the five part Examiner series led inevitably to the conclusion that the retirement system
may be the number one fiscal program facing San
Francisco in the coming year.

The Examiner pointed out the rising costs of retirement benefits and contrasted this cost with lowered City
revenues (due to Prop. 13 and Prop. 4). It further raised the ugly spectre of laying off in excess of 1,000 City
employees in fiscal year 1980-81 due to the projected
deficict of over $100 million and the rise in retirement
benefit costs.

The Buy Out
Mayor Feinstein and Supervisor Kopp both supported a "Buy Out Plan" which would offer police and
firefighters a lump sum payment in exchange for their
giving up certain future retirement benefits. The Plans
proposed were general in outline, lacking details and
specifics. However an underlying theme rang clear. The
City is looking for a way to reduce its annual pension
cost.

RAPE

PROTECT YOURSELF NOW!

S.F. Arson Task Force
Receives Grant

I

SAN FRANCISCO - A $200,000 grant application
that the city and county of San Francisco had submitted in August to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) has been approved, Fire Chief
Andrew Casper has been informed.
Vice President Walter Mondale made the announcement in ceremonies at the Executive Office Building in
Washington, D.C. at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, December
12, 1979.
San Francisco was one of only 26 cities along with
nine states to share $8 million in LEAA grants for arson
prevention programs. Some 158 governmental agencies
had applied for funding.
"I am delighted that the LEAA approved our grant
application," said Fire Chief Casper. "It is a credit to
Tom Crary, assistant district attorney, and Charles
Radford, arson task force coordinator, who worked so
hard to develop our program and prepare the application."
"The grant will help us bolster our arson investiga.
tion and prosecution abilties," said Casper. "Funding
will be provided for a full-time assistant district attorney, an investigator for the district attorney and a
clerk stenographer."
"The Fire Department will be able to buy a van, an
organic vapor analyzer, four two-way radios and hire a
full-time photographer to help us get and preserve
evidence at the fire scene," he said.
"Since we have a computer available, the grant will
allow us to purchase the services of a computer programmér and analyst giving us the ability to adapt our
arson information system to that of the U.S. Fire Administration and to analyze the vast amounts of data we
will be gathering on fire losses, insurance claims and
building profiles in the city," he said.
LEAA approval of the grant also means that Aetna
Life & Casualty will provide the required local matching grant of $22,222 to the task force.
A spokesman for Aetna, Mike Zipkin, assistant vice
president for government realtions, said, "We thave
made a major commitment to arson prevention nation
wide. We reviewed the proposal by San Francisco and
felt it ws one of the most innovative in the country."
/

Alternatives

The law in the State of California .pertaining to retireShould the fiscal situation continue to look as drastic
ment benefits is fixed and clear. Essentially, it states as it is now, it is not inconceivable that the City may ofthat retirement benefits are vested and cannot fer to retire present police and firefighters on the basis
unilaterally be changed by the employer, with the ex- of a flat 33 1/3% plus 11/3% for every year over 10 years in
ception that an employer may alter or amend the retire- order to create new positions for police officers and
ment system if it creates a better system or, in changing firefighters who will come in under the third tier benefit
benefits, has produced a substantially similar system program. This immediate offer of retirement would
for the employee. It is also clear that an employee may over the long run, cost less money and would fill both
waive his rights to certain vested benefits.
departments with employees in the reduced benefit proIt is very apparent that any "buy out" would of gram. Other alternative would allow for the immediate
course have to be based on years of service and vesting of retirement benefits to be received when an
closeness to actual retirement. It is -possible that the employee reaches age 50. Many other suggestions unultimate plan proposed will give a certain dollar figure doubtedly will come to the forefront as we approach
for each year of service. What is not clearly understood June 30, 1980.

Deadline for articles to be
submitted is the first Wednesday of each month.

$200,000
GRANT FROM LEAA

yet is whether this "buy out" will attempt and encourage present police oficers and firefighters to leave
their first or second benefit tier and, in consideration
for a fixed sum of money, voluntarily enter the third tier
of benefits; or whether the "buy out" will encourage
them to leave their present employment.
Another alternative in the "buy out" scheme would
be to pay the present police officer or firefighter between two (2) to five (5) times the amount of money he
presently has contributed into the Retirement System
based on the 78-79 retirement system's statement.
What must be clearly delineated is whether the
future "buy out" plans allow, after receipt of a lump
sum, the employee to enter a reduced benefit program
or whether the employee has completely given up all
retiremeni benefits.
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• It's Legal Now
• Pocket Size
• Use It Against
Atacirs, Muggers,
and Other Criminals
• Range: Up to 10 Feet
• We Will Train and
Certify You To Legally
Buy and Carry Tear
Gas in the State of
California

TUESDAY, JAN. 29,1980
6P.M.
510 - 7th Street
Telephone 861-5060
to make your reservation
$35 includes
1 cannister of tear gas
Visa - Master Charge - Cash
TENTATIVE NEXT CLASS IS
FEB. 5, 1980
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OPINION

by L. Davis Almand
In reply to Mr. Frank McDonagh's article in the
Decmeber 1979 issue of THE POLICEMAN, I agree
with the first part - the conduct of the gay crowd on
Halloween was bit too much. A person's private life
should be kept private, not flaunted in the streets.
Certain gay people complain because they are not
"respected" by society, yet whenever- the -opportunity
presents itself they behave in a manner which can only
invite ridicule.
(Incidentally, in regard to the gay monster who
brutalized the little boy a few weeks back, I don't think
he's "sick" and deserving of sympathy. I think he
deserves the death penalty).
However, I do not agree with Mr. McDonagh's
criticism of gays who are restoring the once-beautiful
Victorians in the Fillmore and elsewhere in the City.
Would he prefer slums? Or a huge, ugly government
project financed by his taxes?
Gays have been criticized for buying old houses
"cheaply" and forcing the occupants to move. Well, if
the former occupants had maintained the houses properly instead of turning them into rat-infested eyesores
then the properties would not have been sold so cheaply
in the first place.
And speaking ofiiie so-called gay "invasion" of such
neighborhoods, it should not be forgotten that these
areas were once very nice sections of the City, before the
post-war invasion of lower-class people virtually ruined
them.
One of the most evil characteristics of human beings
is that people, by and large, don't like to see other people make money. I believe the real reason why people
resent gays who are restoring old houses is because the
gays are likely to make a handsome profit.
Any person - gay or straight - who works to improve his neighborhood is to be commended, not
criticized.

CHRISTMAS BLOOD
DRIVE A,SUCCESS
by Tom Vigo, Chairman Blood Bank Committee
On Thursday, December 6, 1979, the SFPJD con- throughout 1980.
The Irwin Memorial Blood Bank will set up a mobile
ducted a blood drive at the Irwin Memorial Blood
Bank. This was the best blood drive in four years as we unit at the Hall of Justice on January 30, 1980 from
collected 105 units for our account. This is the first time 1000 until 1400. This drive will be located in the Probain four years that w' cxceeded 100 units at our tion Department on the second floor of the Hall. Any
donations can be credited to the SFPD Blood Bank AcChristmas drive.
count.
If you are eligible to donate, please attend this
The SFPOA provided refreshments and our thanks is
drive
or
respond to the Irwin Memorial Blood Bank.
extended to Mrs. Carlomango for the excellent food
she prepared for us.
The Blood Bank Committee wishes to express our
In the past few years, our blood bank account has
-thanks
to all that made the Christmas Blood Drive a
dwindled, sometimes to the point of no return. The year
success.
1979 marked an upward swing that we hope continues

